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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to explore adult hi& school leamers' experiences 

with literacy education in institutional upgrading classrooms. A qualitative approach was 

used in the study. Six students who were enrolled in either a grade eleven or grade rwelve 

English class volunteered to be interviewed about their experiences. 

Three major categones of responses resulted Erom the interviews - instructional 

issues. affective issues' and power and control issues. In the instructional realm, these 

participants did not tend to understand or practice active leaming techniques. Instead the? 

relied on instmctors to understand and accommodate their individual learning 

backgrounds, Pace of learning leming styles and interests. The? also sought an approach 

to writing instruction that included sustained practice and sensitive. specific feedback. In 

the affective realm. their past work. home and school experiences impacted their 

expectations and experiences of their adult leaming situations. They appreciated 

opportunities for meaningful peer interaction both within and outside the classroom. 

Also. the:. relied on their instructors for satisfiing classroom experiences. In the realm of 

power and control. most of these participants felt their instmctor dominated classroom 

decisions. This dominance was an expectation for some but produced tensions for others. 

Most participants u-anted more opportunities to have their opinions heard and respected 

in the classroom. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 

When instnictors of aduit hi& school English meet their classes for the first time. 

they are ofien aware of "the diverse faces of literacy learners" (Malichc & Norton. 1998, 

p. 1 19). Both genders are represented as well as a wide varie5 of ages, literacy skills, 

formai schooling levels, racial and etbnic backgrounds and disabilities (Chamley & 

Jones, 1979; Hindle- 1990; Mezirow, Darkenwald & Knox, 1975; Sawyer & Rodriguez , 

1992-93). For some students, family backgrounds (Chamley & Jones. 1979: Darkenwald 

6C Silvestri. 1992; Hindle. IWO) and previous school experiences (Charnley gi Jones. 

1979; Fingeret & Danin, 1991 ; Hindle. 1990; Quigley 1992a: S a ~ y e r  Br Rodriguez. 1992- 

93; Smith-Burke. Parker & Deegan. 1987; Thomas? 1991; Ziegahn. 1990) ma)- have 

provided obstacles to pursuing an education. A significant number of the students have 

espenenced p o v e q  due to chronic underemployment or unemployment (Beder. 199 1 : 

Darkenwald B Silvestri: 1992; Gaber-Katz & Watson. 199 1 ; Malicky & Norman. 1 996: 

Minister of Industry 1996). 

Depending on the type of literacy program. the diverse needs of learners are 

addressed in various -S. "At one end of a continuum are p r o g r a s  that are orienred to 

individual achievement and social mobility. to helping adults fit into the status quo-. 

(Fingeret 65 Danin. 199 1 , p. 3). These programs adopt a fundamental or funutionai 

approach to literacy. increasing literacy skills for their oun sake or as a means to finding 

ernploynent. "Other pro_mams are more community-oriented. working uith adults in their 

cornmuniries ro develop individual skills as well as to work toward broader social change 

that requires collective action" (Fingeret & Danin. 199 1.  p. 3 ) .  Community-based 
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programs Mplement a participatory approach to literacy, involving students in decision- 

making to address their own needs and the needs of their communities. 

The literacy and teaching philosophy of individual insmictors also affects the 

approach taken to literacy education. In the past. literacy insmictors often used a top- 

down, insmictor-driven approach (Beder, 1996; Fingeret, 199 1 ; Kazemek. 1 984.1 988 ; 

Keefe & Meyer, 199 1 ; Padak & Padak. 1988); the instnictor made decisions about 

curriculum, instruction and evaiuation for the midents. Recently, however, proponenrs of 

participatory adult literacy have challenged this traditional approach. They point to a 

number of negative characteristics inherent in top-down literacy programs. Firsr. these 

programs are rarely based in current research (Kazemek, 1984. 1988: Keefe & Meyer. 

199 1 ). They may be partially responsible for the high drop-out rates in Iiteracy programs 

(Kavale â Lindsey. 1977; Meyer & Keefe. 1988) since they may duplicate rnethods 

intended for children (Bowren. 1987). may not respond to or respect differing cultural 

backgrounds (Fingeret. 199 1) or provide insufficient opportunities for student 

empowerment in the classroom (Campbell. 1994; Fingeret, 1 99 1 ). 

The opposing nature of varying Iiteracy philosophies and approaches has sparked 

much debate arnong literacy insmictors, administrators and researchers. Noticeably 

absent. however, are the perceptions and voices of the lemers themseIves about their 

experiences with 1iterac~- education (Malicb & Norman, 1996; Merriam Br Caffarella. 

199 1 : Quigley_ 1992b and c; S a v e r  & Rodriguez 1992%; Tremblay & Taylor, 1998; 

Ziegahn. 1990). Ignoring student perceptions has a number of pitfalls for instmcrors and 
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program planners. First, a basic tenet of adult learning suggests that '-ùie learner reacts to 

ai1 experience as he [sic] perceives it, not as the teacher presents it. Consumption does not 

equai presentation" (Bnindage & MacKeracher, 1980, p. 25). Witiiout snident 

perceptions, it may be difficult to organize a successfùl literacy program. Also. 

"mismatches between an instructor's and a studentos mode1 of literacy instruction can 

create senous problems in literacy programs" (O'Brien, 1989, p. 302). Finally, not 

listening to student voices about literacy education duplicates the marginalization and 

alienation many sîudents mas have encountered in other areas of their lives. Therefore. 

the question posed in this study is "What are adult hi& school learners' experiences with 

literacy education in institutional upgading classrooms?" 

Study Purpose and Rationale 

The pnmary purpose of the study is to contribute to the understanding of adult 

learners' experiences of instructional approaches in high school upgrading classrooms 

within institutional senings. Presently, there is a lack of literature on adult lireracy 

learners. and even less has been written on their literacy upgrading experiences. As will 

be more thoroughly explored in chapter 2, the research which has been conducted focuses 

more on lower level literacy. cornrnunity-based education and student perceptions of 

factors other than teaching approaches. 

The second major purpose of the study is to encourage inswctors and 

administrators to listen to leamers' voices. We cannot know what will u-ork for learners 

in the classroom unless we ask thenl. 



CHAPTER TWO 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE LITEFWTURE 

Historically, the field of addt Iiteracy has been under-researched (Quigley. 1997). 

"While many people write about adult literacy and hold tenaciously to ideas as to how it 

rnight be achieved, there is an obvious need for empincal studies to support and/or 

challenge our beliefs" (Smith-Burke, Parker & Deegan, 1987, p. 9). Alarnprese (1 990) 

calls for "research that can guide the design of instructional programs and professional 

development activities" (p. 96). Draper and Taylor (1 992) echo this view. stating that 

instructional methodologies and leaming environments should be studied in relationship 

to the success and failure of various literacy programs. 

Recently. researchers have noted that learners themselves seldom have been 

consulted in research about the very prograrns that are attempting to serve them (Malicky 
9 

& Norman. 1 996; Memarn & Caffarella. 199 1 ; Quigley: 1992 b. c: Sa-er & Rodriguez. 

1992-93: Tremblay 8: Taylor, 1998; Zieghan. 1990). They cal1 for the removal of the 

"cloak of silence" (Tremblay & Taylor, 1998. p. 3 1) which has hushed learners' voices. 

Merriam and Caffarella (1 999) suggest that, in the future, Iearners' experiences should be 

a "major source of our understanding of learning" @. 404) and that research needs to be 

"collaboratively designed" (p. 404) in partnership with the learners themseives. 

The goal of this study is to understand the perceptions of adult high school 

literacy learners regarding classroom approaches in institutions. Sis areas of literac~. 

research help to provide a ccntest for the srudy: (a) leamer characteristics: (b) leamer 



motivations; (c) learner expectations; (d) curriculum and instruction in the ABE 

classroom; (e) teacher-leamer relationships and (f) Ieamer outcomes. 

Leamer Characteristics 

"The more we know about the adults ùi our literacy programs, the more our 

programs can reflect their needs and the subjective realities of their lives'. (Malicky & 

Norman, 1996, p. 6). With this in mind, researchers are niming their attention to 

understanding the characteristics of the women and men who enroll in programs. who 

participate reluctantly or who do not participate at dl .  

The first generalization researchers have discovered about al1 three groups is that 

leamen '*de@ generalization" (Hindle, 1990). A wide varies of ages. literacy abilities. 

fomial schooling levels. racial and ethnic backgrounds, disabilities. life experiences. 

interests and persona1 circumstances charactenze literacy learners (Chamle!. &I Jones. 

1979; Hindle, 1990; Mezirow, Darkenwald & Knos. 1975; S a y e r  & Rodriguez. 1992- 

93). Although student diversity is essential for literacy educators to recognize so thar they 

can plan for a wide range of needs. some of the cornmonalties arnong students are also 

important to note. First. man? learners corne from backgrounds characterized by poveny 

(Beder. 199 1 ; Darkenwald 6- Silvestri, 1992; Hindle, 1990; Malicky 6. Norman. 1996: 

Smith-Burke. Parker & Deegan. 1987). As a result, they are ofien members of the non- 

dominant social group (Malicky, Katz. Norton & Norman' 1997). Also. their famil?. 

members ofien had linle schooling (Darkenwald & Silvestri. 1992) and rended ro leave 

the responsibilir). for formal education to the schools (Chamley & Jones. 1979). Many 
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learners dso  report dificulties within the family (Hindle, 1990). Darkenwald and 

Silvestri (1 992) sunnise that the "press of economic survival and farnily breakdown 

militated against educaiiond success" @. 22) for many learners. 

It is interesthg to note, however, that the learners in the Mdicky and Norman 

study (1996) do not blame their low literacy on their farnily backgrounds, suggesting that. 

in their perceptions, other factors provided larger barriers. Participants in a large number 

of studies discuss negative experiences in public schools (Chamley & Jones' 1979; 

Fingeret & Danin, 1 99 1 ; Hindle, 1990; Quigley, l992b, c; Sawyer & Rodriguez. 1992-93 

Smith-Burke, Parker & Deegan? 1987;Thornas, 1994; Ziegahn. IWO). Leamers often 

recall being aurare of their literacy difficulties at an early age and remernber thinking of 

themselves as failures and infenor to their peers (Charnley & Jones' 1979). The special 

education classes. which were designed to help them with their difficulties. are ofien 

perceived as doing more harm than good (Charnley & Jones, 1979: Smith-Burke. Parksr 

& Deegan. 1987; Ziegahn, 1990). The cumculurn is remembered as boring and ilrelevant 

(Quigley, 1992b' c) and teachers are recalled with "anger and bittemess" (Ziegahn. 1990. 

p. 23). due ro their lack of sensitivity and indifference towards their students' literacy 

struggles. It ofien seems to the leamers that teachers simply passed h e m  dong. regardless 

of their inability t o  cope with the curriculum (Ziegahn? 1990). Since teachers and students 

ofien came from different socioeconomic cornmunities that used divergent discourse 

systerns. students feel they couldn't express their difficulties to their teachers and that 

their teachers lacked '&the sociolinguistic versatility necessary to be sensitive to 
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mdticulturd needs" (Smith-Burke, Parker & Deegan, 1987. p. 58).  Many adult literacy 

students are "leamen whom, to some extent, the 'systern' seems to have 'beaten'. They 

were unable to make it work for them, or perhaps to cope at dl" (Hindle, 1990, p. 1 17). 

And so they dropped out, recdling that few people, if anyone, at the school or at home 

reacted to their decision (Quigley, 1992b, c). Now, as adults, they ofien blarne themselves 

for their past inability to succeed in public schools (Smith-Burke, Parker & Deegan, 

1987; Malicky & Norman, 2 996). 

The backgrounds of literacy leamers are frequently characterized by povem-. 

family circumsmces that were not conducive to pursuing an education and negative 

public school experiences. Some researchers, however. have pointed out that not enough 

is known about the differences between leamers who persist in literacy prograrns. those 

who attend briefly but terminate their attendance and potential learners who choose not to 

participate (Sawyer & Rodriguez (1 992-93), QuigIey ( 1  W2b. c): Ziegahn (1 990). 

Participants in literacy prograrns do not seem to represent the least literate and the rnost 

alienated members of society (Meziroy Darkenwald Bi Knox. 1975). Charnley and Jones 

(1 979) characterize them as the "aristocrats of the educationaIIy underprivileged. 

handicapped by the lack of a particular skill but unbowed" (p. 63). Darkenwald and 

Silvestri (1 997) discovered that the participants in their study were. in many respects 

anpical of the "'urban underclass"' (p. 42-3). They concluded that these leamers "would 

not be in a program. much less persist and make progress. were they not the kind of 

people we discovered them to be" (p. 43-4). 
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Who, then, are the learners who do not persist in literacy programs or who have 

chosen not to participate at all? Quigley (1 992c) has researched in detail those who enter 

literacy programs but leave &er a short time and has discovered defuiite differences 

between these reluctant leamers (RLs) and program persisters (Ps). In public school, RLs 

were ofien Ioners with few close Eriends. Also, they did not interact significantly with 

teachers, preferring to take their problems to schoo1 counselors. They were far less self- 

suscient than Ps, needing and seeking support outside themselves to a higher degree. 

When these RLs enter ABE programs, they often do so with the attitude of having been 

'wounded' by their public school experiences. In spite of this. in the early days of their 

ABE experience. they have ver). high expectations of the program and ofien feel veq- 

cornfortable within the program atmosphere. Within a few weeks. however. RLs become 

very disillusioned. They perceive a lack of challenge and relevance in the course content 

and are disappointed with the amount of attention they receive from teachers. Once again. 

they duplicate their public school pattern of maintaining few if any fnendships within the 

program and not requesting help from anyone but the counselor. .Mer approximately 

tbree weeks. they drift away from the program, feeling that ABE is an even more 

dienating place than public school but. surprisingly. still maintaining the belief that 

getting an education is important. 

Different procedures may be required tu attract and retain the high percentage of 

the underliterate population who are eligible for ABE programs but choose not to 

participate at all. Samyer and Rodnguez (1 992-93). Quigley (1 992b) and Ziegahn (1 990) 
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have studied these populations to understand what would encourage them to become 

program participants. Al1 three researchers discovered that the non-participant 

populations do not resist the idea of leamuig, knowledge or education. What they do 

object to are the "implicit and explicit values, the lifestyles and the cultural noms 

pervasive in school"(Quigley, 19920, p. 2-2). Quigley (1 992b) classifies non-participants 

into three categories, based on the type of resistance they offer to literacy programs. 

PersonaVemotive resisters are those for whom ABE ''triggers painfül, personal memones" 

(p.3-17) of past schooling experiences. Cultural~ideological resisters see ABE as a place 

that does not address differences between cultures, "keeps people in their place" and does 

not provide the economic and social advancements it promises. Older resisters feel that. 

because of their age. they would not fit in to ABE progams. Although they are ofien 

nostalgic about public school. they see literacy programs as best suited for the younger 

generation. Sawyer and Rodriguez's (1 992-93) and Ziegahn's (1 990) research echoss 
t 

many of these characteristics of non-participants and adds others. Non-participants tend 

to prefer a 'watch then do' learning style. Sawyer and Rodriguez wondered if this was a 

cultural preference since they exclusively studied Canadian Aboriginals. Howelrer, 

Ziegahn ( 1  990): who included both Arnerican Narives and non-Natives in her research, 

discovered the same preference. suggesting that the 'watch then do" learning sîyle may be 

more based in past leaming experiences than in culture. Also, non-participants wanr 

leaming to be C O M ~ C ~ ~  mith practical use. prefer to Iearn on their oun terms and want to 

pass on their knowledge to others (Ziegahn. 1990). 



Learner Motivations 

Leamers' motivations for increasing their literacy skilIs are as diverse as the 

leamers themselves. Researchen have stressed the complexity and interwoven name of 

reasons for participating (Black & Sim, 1990). Goals include enhancing ernployment 

oppomuiities, being able to help children with schoolwork and providing them with a role 

model' pursuing a specific reading or writing goal, achieving a foundation for M e r  

study, wanting to fit in with the literate population and improving self-confidence (Abell. 

1992; Black & Sim, 1990; Lowden, Powney, Gardner & Mark, 1995; Sawyer & 

Rodriguez, 1993; Smith-Burke, Parker & Deegan, 1987; Towards the ABE Promised 

Land. 1992). "The variety in students' motives for participation.. . highiights the challenge 

to providers to be flexible enough to meet the diverse range of needs" (Lowden et al.. 

1995, p. 28). 

Learner Espectations 

Three key areas characterize the expectations of literacy iearners as the? begin 

attending programs. First. although some have realistic expectations of the amount of 

time they wiil spend upgrading their skills~ others expect large gains quickly (Hindle. 

1989; Towards the ABE Promised Land. 1992). Second, learners may expect that ABE 

programs niIl replicate their experiences of the fhitless smiggle. humiliation and 

boredom of public school and are relieved when this does not occur (ABE Promised 

Land. 1992). For others. however, who feel thar education c m  only be gained in an 

atmosphere of strict teacher control, the more relased. learner-centered environment of 
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many ABE programs is a disappointment (Black & Sim, 1990). Findly, many participants 

enter a program with a definite idea of how reading and writing should be taught (Black 

& Sim, 1990; O'Brien, 1989; Padak, 1992; Smith-Burke, Parker & Deegan, 1987). They 

recall the skills-based emphasis of their public schools and hold firmly to the belief that 

reading and writing can only be learned through lessons that emphasize phonics, 

pronunciation, spelling, gramrnar, punctuation, word usage and handwriting (Padak. 

1992). It appean that dropping out may be associated with the discrepancy between 

student expectations and the actual experience of the classroom (Darkenwald & Gavin. 

1987). The challenge for teachers is to discover student expectations u i d  "work with the 

inherent tensions" (Fingeret & Danin, 1 99 1. p. 1 1 ) when discrepancies are recognized. 

Curriculum and Instruction in the ABE Classroom 

The curriculum taught in literacy programs is. once again. characterized by 

variel. Mezirow. Darkenwald and Knox (1975) found that cumculum was ofien based 

on skills leamers need to succeed on the GED and standardized reading tests. More 

recently. Canadian researchers have found some programs which teach the standard 

provincial curriculum and others that include instructor-designed courses (Malicky Br 

Norman. 1996: Tremblay & Taylor, 1998). Learners in the p r o p m s  studied by 

Darkenwald and Silvestri (1 992) and Fingeret and Danin (1 99 1) identified their oun 

learning goals and chose the reading materials and writing topics which would best help 

them realize those goals. The large diversity of course content found in literacy programs 

reflects the program's, the instructors' and sometimes the learners' view about the 



purpose of iiteracy. Malicky and Norman (1995) describe three purposes of literacy: 

fundamental, functiond and emancipatory. In their study, they discovered that leamers 

had a fundamental perspective towards literacy but entered programs for functional 

reasons; that is, leamers believed that reading and writing need to be leamed for their 

own sake but had job-related reasons for participating in literacy programs. Their 

teachers, on the other hand, viewed literacy fiom a functional perspective but offered 

fundamental-style programs in their classrooms. "Emancipatory views were reflected to a 

very limited exrent in either views of literacy or actual classroorn expenences" 6 - 6 3 } .  

Malicky and Norman postdate that the results of this study reflect the literacy views of 

policy makers? funders and society in general which in tum place constraints on literac5- 

teachers and the institutions in which they work. 

Literacy purposes control not only the curriculum found in literacy programs but 

also the types of activities and interactions that occur within classrooms. Mezirow. 

Darkenwald and Knox (1 975) discovered activities which reminded them of "elementary 

schools of the 1920s'' (p. 18). Snidents participated in drills. recitations and the 

completion of exercises in workbooks. They also found that. although a group of students 

shared classroom space, they were more ofien "aggregates of individuals rather than tnie 

groupso' @. 49). Twenw years later. Malicky and Noman (1995) found similar activities 

and interactions in a variety of programs and classrooms at various literacy levels. Group 

work is more ofien a feature of prograrns which favor a learner-centered or ernancipaton 

approach (Campbell. 1996; Fingeret & Danin. 199 1 ; Towards the ABE Promised Land. 
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1992). When Iearners were asked whether they preferred individuai or group instruction. 

most thought that some of both served thek needs most effectively (Abell, 1992; ABE 

Promised Land, 1992; Fingeret & Danin, 1 99 1 ; Hindle, 1 990). They obviously 

appreciated one-on-one interaction with their instructor, but found many benefits of group 

work as weil. Increased language comprehension (Hindle, 1990)' reduced anxiety about 

learning (ABE Promised Land, 1992)' extended community contacts (Maiicky & 

Normano 1996) and appreciation of  each other's diEerences (Campbell. 1996: Towards 

the ABE Promised Land, 1992) were al1 valued outcornes of group work. Finally. 

working in groups means that "through talking, reading and writing, people corne to 

understand that their issues are not unique, that they can $et support fiom each other in 

addressing these issues, and possibly that they can start to seek solutions and take action'' 

(Maiichy. Katz, Norton & Norman. 1997, p. 102). 

Teacher-Leamer Relationships 

One of the findings which is repeated throughout most of the literature on student 

perceptions of programs is the crucial importance of an effective teacher-learner 

relationship (Abell. 1992; Black & Sim, 1990; Darkenwald & Silvestri. 1992; Fin, oeret & 

Danin, 199 1 ; Hindle, 1990; Lowden. Powney. Gardner, Mark, 1 995; Maliciq 8( Norman. 

1995. 1996; Smith-Burke, Parker & Deegan. 1987; Thomas. 1994; Towards the ABE 

Promised Land, 1992). It appears that this relationship is far more significant to learners 

than materials or rnethods (Hindle, 1989; Malicky & Norman. 1995). Leamers look for a 

combination of persona1 characteristics in their instructors including comperence in 
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teaching; helpfulness; understanding; respect for learner abilities, differences and adult 

status; interest in midents; patience; listening skills; honesty; direcmess and 

~stworthiness.  Leamers also rely on instnictors to create an environrnent that is 

conducive to leaming. Some -dents, partkularly those with an ESL background, want 

an environment chamcterized by strictness and discipline (Black & Sim? 1990) since they 

are used to such an atmosphere in the schools of their home countries. To many students. 

however. a positive learning environrnent is one which does not resemble the oppression 

found in their public schools (Ziegahn: 1990). They desire a classroom which is 

psychologicdly cornfortable, nonthreatening and allows learners to take risks and make 

mistakes. one which values happiness. having fun and the appropriate use of hurnor 

(Tremblay & Taylor? 1998). Many students also look for an atmosphere in which the>- 

will be allowed more input into classroom decisions (Smith-Burke, Parker & Deegan. 

1987; Ziegahn, 1990). 

Some literacy teachers may be reassured by the extent of their impact on adult 

students' learning experiences. However, the centrality of this impact raises the issue that 

"a wam, trustingo but not totally equal relationship can and often does result in a 

dependence that has negative consequences" (Darkenwald & Silvestri- 1992. p. 19-20). 

Malicky and Norman (1995) stress that "one of the basic principles of aduIt education is 

to lead adult learners in the direction of becoming independent and self-directed" (p. 81). 

This is a goal that cannot be achieved when the teacher maintains the balance of power in 

a literacy relationship. defining what comts as knowledge. making choices for students 



and dominating evaluation. Some literacy programs are addressing this issue by 

implementing participatory literacy practices. These programs challenge established 

power relationships between students and staff (Campbell, 1996), encouraging students to 

share in decision making hstead of becomùig the passive objects of literacy instruction. 

Leamers who participate in these programs are encouraged to move fiom "silence into 

speech'' (Campbell, 1996) by taking an active role in sening their omn goals, choosing 

their own materiais to progress towards these goals, participating in speaking 

oppominities within and outside of the program and having a Say in program operations 

by occupying positions on the board (Campbell, 1996; Fingeret & Danin, 199 1 ; Malicky. 

Katz. Norton & Norman. 1997). Even when a program's focus is fundamental or 

functional, teachers can still accomplish participatory goals in their classrooms by 

demonstrating a wiliingness to share power with their students (Malicky & Norman, 

1995). 

Learner Outcornes 

When learners are asked what has changed for them as a result of their 

participation in literacy programs. they note a large variety of outcomes. Study 

participants most often mention academic, employment, social and personal outcomes. It 

should be kept in rnind, however, that the boundaries between these categories often blur 

since they are very interrelated (Black & Sim, 1990). 

Academic outcomes involve changes in reading, writing and general knowledge 

and the ability to use, both within and outside the program, what is learned. Leamers in 



programs studied by Abel1 (1992) and Hindle (1990) felt that they had improved their 

reading and & h g  substantidly. The same gains were noted by Darkenwald and 

Valentine (1 985), Darkenwald and Silvestri (1 992) and Fingeret and Danin ( 1 99 1 ), with 

the added benefit that learners were employing their skills outside the program as well. 

Leamers in Black and Sim's (1 990) study and Lowden, Powmey. Gardner and Mark's 

(1 995) research felt they were better prepared to go on to other courses as a result of 

improved reading and vniting skills. Leamers intervieweci by Malicky and Norman 

(1 996) felt that they knew more and were generally "smarter." 

Employrnent gains were also a part of some students' expenence. Darkenwald and 

Valentine (1985) cal1 these increases "modest but by no means insignificant" @. 23).  A 

small number of studenrs had gained employment and a few were working at better jobs. 

Just under half of those working had experienced a raise and just over half thought they 

had better job security. A more substantial number felt their job performance had 

improved and that they would find a job due ro their participation. Black and Sim (1990) 

also noted these two findings. However, Mal ice  and Norman (1  994) discovered that. 

"follouing participation in programs, most adults returned to the same type of job as they 

held prior to participation'' and "none.. .actuaIly obtained a full-tirne job in the area 

selected follouing participation in the program" (p. 125-6). In light of these findings. a 

number of researchers caution against emphasizing a strong link between literac?, 

program participation and employment outcornes (BIack & Sim, 1990; Darkenwald & 

Valenrine. 1985; Malic- & Norman, 1 994). 
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Changes in social interactions are another benefit for learners. Independence 

(Fingeret & Danin, 1990; Malicky & Norman, 1996) and assertiveness (Malicky & 

Noman, 1996; Towards the ABE Promised Land, 1992) are both noted. Increased 

confidence in and willingness to work with others and share stories is another benefit 

(ABE Promised Land, 1992). Fingeret and Danin (1 990) found that while relationships 

are often established in prograrns, "those relationships do not transfer.. . ; students do not 

develop fiiendships with each other on the outside and feel limited to their pre-existins 

social networks when not in class" (p. 20). 

Another social outcome for some students involves a positive impact on their 

children. Darkenwald and Valentine (1 985) found that learners who had school-aged 

children are much more likely to tdk  to their children about school and help them with 

school work. Also, their children develop bener attitudes towards school and get bener 

grades. increased parental involvement with children's schools was also noted in this 

smdy and by Darkenwaid and Silvestri (1 992). 

For most lemers. the greatest psychological or affective outcomes involve gains 

in self-confidence and self-esteem (Abell. 1992; Biack & Sim: 1990; Darkenw-dd & 

Valentine, 1985; Fingeret & Danin. 1990; Hindle. 1990; Lowden. Powney' Gardner & 

Mark. 1995; Malicky & Norman. 1996; Towards the ABE Promised Land. 1992). 

Leamers express rhis nei-found self-confidence and self-esteem in a variety of w s .  

They take pride in their accomplishments. feel cornfortable in a greater range of situations 

and are willing ts try new challenges. They enjoy reading and ~-riting for the first rime. 
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understand and believe in themselves as leamers, want learning to continue. and feel less 

infenor to those with literacy skills. Fingeret and Danin (1990) caution that in order for 

leamers' feelings of self-confidence to continue, they must see progress in their new 

skills. This may explain why Mdicky and Norman (1996) found that some learners had 

lowered self-esteem after participating since they had experienced fnistration or 

discouragement within the program. 

Perhaps the greatest single indicator of increased self-confidence for participants 

is their sense of gaining a voice. Students in the Malicky and Norman (1 996) study said 

they were becoming more outspoken, which was "particularly interesting since the 

primary focus of the literacy programs [studied]. . .was on wntten rather than spoken 

language" (p. 14). Campbell (1996) notes that students in the participatory programs she 

researched were encouraged to state their opinions and did so as they experienced a shifi 

in power relationships between themselves and their insrnictors. Hindle (1 990) sums up 

learners' sense of gaining voice. "Many of these learners have beer. silenced in the pasr. 

In learning to read and wite  they 'find voice.' In finding voice rhey feel a 'great lifi to 

freedom'" (p. 135). 

Advocates of participaton. pracrices hope that this 'great lift to freedom' will also 

translate into increased empowement for learners on an individual and a communi~. 

basis. At the level of personal empowement, Malicky, Katz. Norton and Norman (1997) 

noted definite gains. They found that students enjoyed increased control over what they 

did and learned in the program as well as enhanced ability to take charge of situations. 
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Black and Sim (1990) fomd students taking a "more active and constructive role in 

nuining their lives, that they have more control, or are seeking more control over their 

lives and they are moving forward, not stagnating" @. 34). Students in the ABE Prornised 

Land (1 992) study indicated that they felt much more competent in solving the problems 

in their lives. 

Empowerment at a comunity level has shown fewer positive outcomes for 

students. Malicky et al. ( I  997) found that the students who sat on the board of one 

program did not have a sense of increased or actual power widiin the program. Fingeret 

and Danin (1990) had a similar fmding. Likewise, in the ABE Promised Land (1 992) 

study, very few students felt powefil enough to make changes in their neighborhood. 

However. as Campbell (1 996) notes "participatory literacy practices.. .are a process that 

gradually evolves over tirne'' @. 140). Progams that are atternpting to ernpoxer students 

on a persona1 and cornmunity level have few models to tum to for assistance at the 

present rime (Fingeret & Danin, 1990). However, in the future- '.the much more comples 

goal" (ABE Promised Land, 1992' p. 7) of feeling empowered in the communih ma)- 

corne closer to being realized as programs continue to hone their policies and practices to 

fuIfilI participatory outcomes. 

Summal?. 

Leamer characteristics. expectations, motivations for attending literacy progams 

and perceived outcomes show the high level of diversity found arnong students in an! 

literacy program. P r o p m  philosophies and classroom approaches have been equally 
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diverse. As program planners and instructors search for methods that will address 

leamers' needs, they often ignore the expenences and opinions of the learners themselves. 

The current study is designed to provide stakeholders in literacy programs with an 

oppominity to hem the voices of a group of literacy Iearners in an institutional setting. 

The following chapter describes the methodology of the study as well as the methods 

used to gather the learners' opinions. It d so  portrays the institutional contest and the 

participants themselves. 



CHAPTER THREE 

DESIGN OF THE STUDY 

Research Design 

Since the question for this study involved discovering the experiences of leamers 

in adult hi@ school literacy classrooms, using a qualitative approach was the best way to 

explore the "depth, detail and individual meaning" (Patton 1990. p. 17) of their 

experiences. The qualitative approach allows researchers personal access to participants. 

in order to capture and descnbe participantso perspectives (Patton. 1990). 

Specifically. the work in this study was informed by the techniques of 

ethnographers and phenomenologists. A basic tenet of ethnographie studies is that --every 

human group that is together for a period of time will evolve a culture" (Patton. 1990. p. 

68). Therefore. even though the adult students interviewed were not in the same cIasses or 

at the sarne literacy level. they shared the culture of the upgrading program in their 

institution. My goal as researcher was ' ~ o  share in the meanings that the cultural 

participants [took] for granted and then to depict the new understanding for the reader and 

for outsiders'' (Bogdan & Biklen. 1992? p. 39). Phenomenological techniques. which 

"focus on hou- we put together the phenornena we esperience in such a way as to make 

sense of the world" (Patton. 1990. p. 69). have also supported this research since it 

attempts to gain an understanding of adult students experiences in literacy upgrading 

classrooms. 



Pilot Studv 

Before beginning the interviews to collect the data, 1 conducted a pilot study, 

meeting with a focus group consisting of five former students fiom an English 10 class I 

taught in 1996. At the time of the pilot study, they were enrolled in either English 30 or 

33. I chose these students because they possessed the same characteristics 1 would later 

require of my individual interview participants. Also. we had built up and maintained a 

strong rapport that 1 thought would expedite the discussion process and provide me with 

rich "practicet data. These students had been very supportive and interested in my topic 

but were ineligible for the main study because of our established student/teacher 

relationship. Therefore. they were very enthusiastic about the chance to have their 

opinions heard in the initial stages of the research process. We met in a room at the 

university on a Sunday afiernoon and talked for almost three hours. 

The focus group was extremely useful because it provided me with many 

oppomuiities to practise techniques 1 would employ in my individual interviews. 1 offered 

the same orientation to research participation that I would eventually use with my actual 

research participants, including discussing ethical considerations. I was able to implement 

various interview techniques and to hear responses to the general interview questions 1 

had developed (Patton, 1990). This provided me with ideas about "what to pursue in 

individual interviews" (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992, p. 100). I was also sensitized to issues 

that could arise in the individual interview process. Afier the focus group interview, 1 

listened to the students' audiotaped responses and infonnally reviewed them for recurring 
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themes. 1 compiled these and offered them to the students for member checking. These 

processes also allowed me to practise techniques I would eventually use while analyzing 

the data fiorn the individual interviews. 

One of the greatest benefits of the focus group was that the snidents gave many 

indications that a study of adult experiences of high school literacy education is long 

overdue. They were very interested in discussing the questions at length and exhibited a 

great deal of emotion in addressing issues that arose as a result. 

The Institutional Contest 

At the time of the interviews. the participants were al1 attending upgrading classes 

in a large urban college. This institution provides academic upgrading, as well as a 

number of other propams to literacy lemers. In the upgrading department. 

approximately 1200 students are registered. Sixty-sis per cent of students in the total 

upgrading population are women? 20% percent are Aboriginal and 4% percent are English 

as a second language speakers. The average age of the students is 30.7 years. Eighty-sis 

per cent of these students are provincially funded for their education. In order to qualifi. 

for full-tirne provincial fûnding. students first must identifi a career goal. For each 20 

week terrn in which they are registered. they must be enrolled in three classes that are 

helping them to progress towards this goal. Their English classes. which folloa- the 

provincial high school curriculum, are held once per day for 70 minutes and are taught by 

certified teachers. 
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Selectine the Participants 

Afier gaining permission to conduct the study, 1 asked al1 the instmctors who were 

currently teaching either grade 11 or 12 English in this institution if 1 could visit their 

classrooms to discuss my research and invite students to participate. Al1 these instructors 

gave me the oppomuiity to to their classes. First, 1 acquainted the students with some 

of the fundamentals of graduate level research and then related the specific purpose of the 

study 1 stressed that I wouid be asking them to discuss their expenences as upgrading 

students for the purpose of finding out about teaching approaches. not to evaluare their 

institution or their teachers. Also. 1 discussed the following characteristics that would 

make students eligible to participate: 

1. Funded for full-time upgrading by grants (Student Finance Board. band grants. 

Employnent Insurance). This would identie socially and economically marginalized 

students who comprise the largest proportion of leamers in this institution. 

2. "CentraIl>. involved with the phenornenon and have many life esperiences of it 

to talk about" (Becker. 1986, p. 105). For this study. having many life esperiences to talk 

about rneant that the students would be enrolled in at least their third upgrading class at 

the time of the intewiew. Malicky and Norman (1 995) postulated that students did not 

discuss instmctional approaches because they did not have enough background to be 

familiar aith available choices. By requiring participants to have completed at least t ~ - O  

upgrading courses. there was an increased likelihood they had been exposed to various 

approaches. 



3. Articulate, reflective? analytical and 'ivilling to stniggle with verbally 

describing their everyday expenences" (Becker, 1986, p. 105). Very rich dam could be 

gmered  fiom participants with these characteristics. 

I also discussed with the midents what would be expected of them during the 

study, the thne cornmitment involved and the various ethical issues inherent in research. 1 

let them know that although 1 would not be offenng remuneration. this study would 

provide an oppominity for their voices to be heard and for them to become possible 

agents of change. Without their words, it would be impossible for me to gain the 

perspective of upsading adults in literacy classrooms. 1 asked the students to identif?. 

their interest in participating by placing their name and telephone nurnber in an envelope 

and depositing it in a box in the upgrading office. 

There was a great deal of interest in the siudy as 1 was making my presentation. 

Students expressed pleasure that the- were being asked for their input and a number were 

disappointed thar rhey did not qualie for the study because they did not meet al1 of the 

criteria. Some students asked for copies of my findings. Within two weeks' I had received 

the names of seven students who wanted to participate in the study. One student did not 

respond to my phone calls and I eventualiy interviewed the remaining sis. 

The Participants 

Becker (1986) recornmends that the research goal should help to detemine the 

number of participants who are inteniewed. Since I planned to conduct an in-depth 
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exploration of Iearners' expenences in adult literacy upgrading classes, choosing six 

students to participate seemed appropriate to help accomplish the research goal. Although 

the smdl sample size cannot be seen as representative, the institution's diverse student 

population was partially reflected in these participants. Al1 were provincially fûnded for 

their upgrading. Five of the six participants were women, one participant was Aboriginal 

and one was an immigrant for whom English is a second language. The average age of the 

participants was 35.5 years. The participants are profiled in detail belou-: 

1. Angelica is a 44-year-old, married mother of children who are 2 1, 19 and 1 5 

years old. She was bom and raised in Afn'ca; of the five languages she speaks. English is 

the second which she says she "learned but rarely used" in her home country. She 

characterizes her parents as loving and putting '=an education first." The educational 

system in her country was very strict and disciplinarian; she remembers being caned. She 

completed grade 12 with above average marks but could not continue to coliege because 

tuirion fees were too high for the farnily to afford. Therefore. for 4 1/2 years. she look 

secretarial and dressmaking courses in the evenings and on Saturdays and worked dunng 

the day in an automobile manufacruring plant. contributing her salary to her nine-member 

extended farnily. She married in 1975 and tumed her attention to carinp for her home and 

children and operating a home-based business. In 199 1. she emigrated from Afiica to 

Canada and worked for fi ve years in a daycare. She entered upgrading in F e b n i a ~  1996 ar 

the 7 to 9 level and was cornpleting English 33 at the time of the interviews. 
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2. Susan is a 37-year-old single mother of a 12-year-old daughter. She is 

Caucasian and English-speaking. Since the school did not judge her ready to begin grade 

1, she began public school a year later than her peers. She attended grades 1 to 6 at the 

sarne school in a large urban center, repeating one grade. before transfemng to a trades 

and services program in grade 7 at a vocational secondary school. Her marks were 

satisfactory in this program although she recails experiencing peer difficulties while she 

was enrolled. She completed the grade 10 and final year of this program when she was 

17. Afier graduating she worked at a series of what she calls "dead-end, pan-tirne. 

minimum wages jobs" in such places as car washes and fast food restaurants. During that 

time she also look a mixology course. which she says "got me nowhere." She returned ro 

school in September 1996 at the 7 to 9 level in order to "get a job in the kind of u-ork that 

1 enjoyed doing" and was compIeting EngIish 23 at the time of the interview. 

3. Kelly is the divorced, 29-year-old mother of two boys. ages 5 and 6. both of 

whom have been diagnosed with attention deficit disorder. She attsnded grades 1 ro 5 at 

an elementary school in a large urban center. She felt that her teachers perceived her as 

unmotivated and a slow leamer. However. her marks were average until the death of her 

father when she was in grade five. Shonly afienvards. she began to experience academic 

and behavioral problems. "Because 1 was a troubIemaker", she u.as transferred to another 

elememary school for grade 5. which she repeated. She spent one year at a regular public 

junior high and then entered a trades and services program at a high school in the same 

urban center. The years she spent in this program were characterized by conflict uith the 
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school stafE During the second year of this program, when she was 17, she quit school. 

"From that day on, 1 said I'm never going back to school. I'm never going to be put 

through that again." She worked at various jobs in such places as a video store, bingo hall 

and fast food restaurant. In 1992, she took a personal development course at a large urban 

college and then entered upgading at the 7 to 9 level in September 1994. Due to persona1 

problems, she withdrew before completinp the semester. She repeated the persona1 

development course and re-entered upgrading in September 1996 at the English 13 level. 

Her main goals in returning were not job-related, but rather to prove to herself. her sons 

and the teachers "that always said I was going to be nothing" that she could be a 

successful student. She was cornpleting English 33 at the time of the interview. 

4. Jacksori is 27 yean old, single. Caucasian and English-speaking. He attended 

elementary school in a small town. repeating grade 4. In grade 7' he began the integrated 

occupations program at a school in the same town. He completed the g a d e  12 year of this 

program when he was 18. His marks were average because "1 wasn't really interested in 

school I wanted to get out and work." Until he was 23. he worked as a d i sh~asher~  a bar 

tender. a pawn shop employee. a mechanic, a loans consultant and a valve technician. He 

also held various supervisory positions, was a partner in and the president of a company 

and completed a number of on-the-job certificates. Although he was earning a 

cornforrable s a l q  in his last job. he decided to rerum to school because " I wasn't happy 

yet. 1 haven't got what 1 wanted in life." He entered upgrading in September 1996 at the 7 

to 9 level and was in EngIish 23 at the time of the interview. 
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5. Patricia is 39 years old, rnarried and the mother of children who are 2 1, 1 8 and 

16 years old. She is Metis and English-speaking. Her public school education occwed in 

many small towns, "so many, 1 can't remember the exact number." The longest she spent 

in one schooI was "1 year, 3 days"; during one school year, she attended 13 schools. 

Despite the disruption in her public school education, her marks u7ere always average and 

she was never involved in any type of special education. She lefi school afier finishîng 

grade 8 at the age of 15. The same year, she moved in with the man who would Iater 

become her husband. For the next several years, she cared for her home and family and 

took business courses in a large urban center and int-oductory college courses in an 

outreach program offered in her town. In September 1992. because she was interested in 

pursuing a career as a reiigious minister. she obtained a federal grant and entered 

upgrading at the English 13 level in a small town regional campus. She completed 

English 23 and English 33 by Januar). 1991. Because these English courses would not 

allow her entrance into her chosen ernploynent field, she began English 10 in a large 

urban center in February 1997. She was completing English 30 at the time of the 

interview-. 

6. Diana is 33 and the divorced mother of tu.0 special needs children. aged 1 O 

and 8. She is Caucasian and English-speaking. Due to her father's work and her parents' 

rnarriage pattern of living together and then separating. she attrnded school in a variet) of 

M'estsm Canadian centres: in 9 % years. she attended 12 schools. rerurning to some twice. 

Afier repeating grade 5. she was transferred to an integrared occupations program. which 
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was organized so students worked for 6 months and attended classes for 6 months. She 

quit school at 17, halfway through the grade 10 year of this program. She married in 1994 

but chose to leave the relationship after six months because her husband was abusive. In 

April 1995, she attended a personal development program at a college in a large urban 

center and then enrolled in upgrading in September 1995. She was placed initially at the 

English 10 level, but d e r  a month, transferred to a 7 to 9 level class. She was enrolled in 

English 23 at the t h e  of the interview. 

The Interviews 

Interviewing was the best technique to ensure that students' voices were heard 

and ro get inside their meanings. Before interviewing, 1 developed questions to use in a 

general interview guide approach (Patton. 1990). 1 reflected on the types of experiences 

students may have in literacy classrooms and then developed questions which could be 

categorized as experientialhehavioral~ feeling. sensory and opinions/values (Patton. 

1990). 1 organized my questions according to an order suggested by Patton (1990). 

beginning with the students' present expenences, followed by questions about the p a s  

and then asking future-onented questions. These questions were worded in such a waj- 

that the participants could re-expenence classroom approaches during the interview, thus 

giving me rich and detailed dexriptions (Patton, 1990). 1 also tried some of the creative 

interviewing techniques suggested by Patton (1 990). such as having srudents respond to 

program materials and photographs. 
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Each student was interviewed once, with the interviews lasting from just over one 

hour to 2 % hours. Four of the students were interviewed in their homes and IWO in the 

cafeteria of a college other than the one they were attending. I began by building rapport 

with the participants, discussing such topics as their families, their upgrading decisions 

and our shared adult student status. 1 also reviewed the various ethical features of the 

research. I then discussed how the interview would be conducted, that it would be 

recorded but that the participants had the option of niming off the tape machine at an>- 

time. I also explained the generai order of thz questions and encouraged the students to be 

as complete and honest in their answers as possible. 

1 was impressed by a number of features about the interviews. First. the 

participants had accorded enormous importance to the time I spent with them. There were 

very few dismptions: answering machines picked up telephone calls and if the snidenr' s 

children were at home. they had obviously been asked to entertain themselves while 1 

visited. One student's son. who had been diagnosed special needs. stood politel? at the 

kitchen door- waiting for our attention before asking his mother a question. Also. the 

students talked with great emotion about their experiences and with great conviction 

about the changes they thought should be made. As with the pilot group. the students very 

much wanted their voices to be heard. I had originally planned to talk to each student 

twice to keep them from experiencing interview fatigue. but once they began to taik' the\- 

wanted to keep talking. 1 also realized that I would not be following the general intemie\\- 

euide in an? straightfonvard marner. Although 1 always started the inten-iew \vith the 
L 
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same question, this question ofien led the student to discuss other areas that I planned to 

ask about later. 1 began to pause the tape to see which questions they had already 

answered in the course of discussion and then proceeded widi the next new question. 

Data AnaIvsis 

1 began data analysis while transcribing the interviews. 1 noticed that students 

repeated certain words, phrases and topics and kept track of these as possible theme 

categones. 1 was also interested in the students' metaphors and in the patterns of 

interaction that seemed to charactenze student-teacher relationships. Two of my 

participants discussed experiences and expressed opinions that were clearly different than 

the other four and 1 postulated why they would be so divergent. As I became imrnersed in 

the emotion of my participants' words. I debriefed ofien by talking with my advisor and 

other professional colleagues. I also did fieewriting, particularly after 1 worked with the 

angp fnisuation of one participant's experiences. 

Afier completing the transcriptions. I began specific theme generation, guided by 

the work of Colaizzi (1 978). His method is highly systematic and yet can be '-viewed 

flexibly and freely by each researcher. so that ... he [sic] can rnodi- them in whatever ways 

seem appropriate" @. 59). 1 first reduced his procedure fiom seven steps to five steps 

since two stages of his data analysis referred to generating the essence of a phenomenon. 

which was not a purpose of the snidy. 1 then added one more step conceming the 

validation of findings. suggested by Guba (1 978). The six-step procedure used in t h i s  

study is summarized below: 
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1. Read over each participant's descriptions to gain an overall sense of them. 

2. Highlight "significant statements" (p. 59) that pertain to the research question. 

The significant statements ranged fiom a few words to an entire anecdote. 

3. Formulate fxst order themes by articulating the meaning of the significant 

statements, being carefûl to "never sever ail connection with the original protocols [but 

rather] discover and illuminate those meanings hidden in the. ..original protocols" (p. 59). 

1 reorganized rny participants' words by creating two columns on a page. one for the 

sipificant statements and one for my interpretation of the statement. 

4. Repeat steps 1.2 and 3 for each participant's data and then cluster the 

discovered themes "in an atternpt ... to allow for the emergence of themes that are comrnon 

to al1 of the subjects ..." (p. 59). In the margin beside my interpretation of the significant 

starements. 1 coded the statement with a category and subcategory and developed an 

outline of these codes and subcodes on a separate sheet of paper. I then copied the 

sipificant statements and interpretations ont0 colored paper. a different color for each 

participant so that I could keep track of their words. 1 then used what Bogdan and Bikfen 

(1 991) cal1 the "cut-up-and put-in-folders approach", cutting apart each significant 

statement and its interpretation and inserting it into an envelope which was labeled uith a 

code and subcode from the outline. 1 also validated these themes by referring back to the 

original transcripts to be sure that nothing fiom the data had been omined in theme 

generation and to see if the themes proposed ideas not found in the data. I also resisred 

'*the temptations of ignoring data or themes which [didn't] fit. or of prematurely 
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generating a theory which would . . .elhinate the discordance of [the] findings" (p. 6 1 ). 1 

viewed these negative cases (Patton, 1990) as statements for M e r  reflection and 

exploration, adding to the nchness of the findings. 

5. Validate the themes with participants to discover whether they reflect their 

expenences or omit ans aspect of them. Al1 six of the participants in this study were 

available for member-checking. They felt that their words had been reported, grouped and 

interpreted accurately. 

6 .  Validate the themes with another "competent judge?' (Guba, 1978. p. 56) who 

"ought to be able.. . to vene  that (a) the categories make sense in view of the data which 

are available, and (b) the data have been appropriately arranged in the category system" 

@. 57). My advisor acted as the "competent judge", providing feedback on the categories 

and the arrangement of the data within them. 

Limitations and Delimitations of the Studv 

There is one major limitation of the study. My middle class status. my educarion 

and my literacy phiIosophy acted as filters ùirough which 1 viewed and interpreted the 

participants' words. In qualitative studies. the researcher's objectivity is ofien a cause for 

concern (Patton, 1990). However. it can be addressed by an awareness of how biases 

ma) affect fieldwork. documentation of methods so that others c m  track possible biases 

and openness in describine the perspective's limitations. A delimitation of the stud)- is 

that the participants in diis sample are progrm persisters. As Quigley (1 992c) points out. 

persisters and reluctant leamers are ver) different populations. Therefore. these results 



may not be applicable to students who drop out of literacy programs. Another 

delimitation is the small sample size of the study, which means that findings are nor 

generalizable to other leamers in other programs at otber times. Instead of 

generalizations, this research focuses on reasonable extrapolations, that is' "modest 

specuiations on the likely applicability of findings to other situations under similar? but 

not identical. conditions" (Patton, p. 489). 



CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

When the six participant i n t e ~ e w s  were analyzed for recurrïng themes, three 

broad categories emerged: instructional issues, affective issues' and power and control 

issues. Woven among the common experiences of these participants are strong and 

sometimes opposing individual responses. These cornments reflect both the 

commonalties and the diversities found among adult studenrs in high school literacy 

classrooms. 

Wherever possible, the participants' words f o m  the subheadings in this chapter. 

This technique has been used to capture the students' esperiences as authenrically as 

possible. 

Instructional Issues 

Within the category of instructional issues. sis subcategories emerged: student 

background knowledge for dealing with instructional tasks. pacing of instruction. learning 

style preferences, meaningfilness of assigned tasks. passive learning issues and issues 

involvincg uritten assignments. 

Student Back~round for de al in^ with Instructional Tasks 

A lot of this stuff is new to me or I just don? remernber. 

Four of the participants mentioned that the material they \vers leaming in their 

upgrading classes was new to them. or if it had been presented in their previous public 

school classes. they could not remernber having learned it. For esample. Diana's 
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recollection of hi& school was Tt's ail a blur to me." Participants mentioned a nurnber of 

reasons for this sense of "bIuniness." Four participants' hi& school progams were 

vocational rather than academic so may not have included the material being taught in 

their adult upgrading English classes. Also, their attitudes as adolescents may not have 

been conducive to leaming and remembering. Diana recalls, "1 couldn't have given a shit 

back when 1 was 16 or 17 about gening an education. That was the furthest thing fiom my 

mind." Jackson concurred with this Iack of interest. "1 didn't really want to be in school. 

I wanted to get out and have fun. 1 wanted to get into the job force." Diana also 

mentioned that being 'Yoo stoned" during junior and senior high likely affected her 

mernory of what was taught. Susan discussed another reason why students ma- not 

remember high school concepts. "A lot of these adults have been out of school for a long 

time.. .They'd probably pretty much have to start from scratch." 

1 had covered al1 of it. 

Not al1 of the participants felt that they had to %tart from scratch'' in their 

upgrading classes. Kelly and Angelica both rnentioned that they had felt bored and 

mistrated when teachers covered too many concepts in class that they had already 

learned. Although Susan had not felt this personally, she was a\vare of the varie'. of 

student background knowledge in her classes. "Sorne students seem to be more advanced 

in the cIassroom than other students. Sorne studenrs will be fmstrated or sa' 'Oh. 1 k n o ~  

this stuff yet there's other students that sa? ' Well. 1 don't know this. C m  you start from a 

Iourer level?'" 



Material oriented towards.. .experiences. 

Three participants had experienced ïnstructors who attempted to relate the 

rnaterial they were teaching to the students' background knowledge. One of Angelica's 

insmictors explained to the class how to relate literature to their experiences. Patricia had 

appreciated instmctors who found out about students' backgrounds and discussed the 

material in relationship to these. One of her instructors had related material to her " f m  

background" and had taught her how to strucuire a piece of wnting by connecting it to her 

artistic knowledge. Another instructor had related literature to Patricia's experience with 

"being a moîher." 

'Leave vour past. ' 

Only Kelly mentioned having an instructor who did not seem to want students to 

use their background knowiedge to understand the new material being taught. To Kelly. 

this instmctor's perspective seerned to be that smdents should be f o n r d  thikin,. 0 rather 

than dwelling on past experiences. 

'You should know this stuff.' 

Three of the participants felt that some teachers expected thern to understand new 

tasks with very linle cIassroom support. Kelly reasoned, "If we knew everything that we 

should know in [the instructor's] eyes. ive rvouldn't have been back in school.** Susan 

described one of her teacher's methods for giving explanations. "With a linle bit. 15. 20 

minures that [the instructor] talked about it: 'OKI go ahead and answer the questions.' 

That doesn't always help.. Kelly echoed Susan's experience. 5 o m e  of the assjgnnients. 1 
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felt that basicdly we're given the a s s i v e n t  and then they Say, 'Well, look at this 

chapter in the book.' It's like OK, now what? So you read the chapter and that and 1 still 

have a hard time comprehending it. 1 can't just read somethuig out of a book. I'm not very 

good at reading instructions out of a book." Diana snessed that providing support for 

students was needed at dl levels of English upgrading. "Just because you're at a higher 

levei doesn't mean that you're m y  smarter you know." 

She'll spend more time ex~iainine things. 

Participants had dso  expenenced instructional styles in which teachers spent a 

great deal of time explaining new concepts. Kelly mentioned that her instructor had 

discussed the historical context of a play so students could understand the play bener. For 

a major sr inen assignent.  the instructor had provided not only a step-by-step 

explanation but had also referred students to various pnnt resources for extra explanation. 

Both Kelly and Susan appreciated having teachers wite  exarnples on the board. Se~rerai 

participants also mentioned that having teachers spend more time on material helped 

them to succeed in esams. Diana praised one instructor's methods. "Before we even 

wote the exam' [the instructor] would Say. 'OK. this is what you need to study. rhis is 

what we've done', just giving us ver). intense knowledge." AngeIica felt that her 

ciassroom instnicror had prepared her well for her diploma esarn. "it was basicall!? what 

we had done in class so it was more related to that work." 



P a c i n ~  of Instruction 

You have to leam a lot in a little bit of tirne. 

Five participants indicated that they were required to leam the concepts in their 

courses very quickly. Four of these five felt that the Pace was too rushed and affected 

their learning in various ways. Jackson commented that 'Vlere's lots of times where some 

people need help and there's not t h e  for it." Diana concurred, saying "You need review. 

p u  need repetition and you don't get it." Diana Kelly and Patrkia rnentioned that the 

quick Pace affected their ability to understand. absorb and remember concepts. Diana 

commented "when you're cramming seven or eight modules into four monttis. that's a lot 

to comprehend." Patricia thought. "with more cIassroom discussion. we would have 

helped to intemalize more these concepts." Patricia also felt that with more tirne she 

wouId have achieved "better accuracy" in her English 30 work. Diana raised anoù7er issue 

related to learning concepts quickly. "It doesn't si& into your brain what o u a r e  learning 

'cause it's so fast-paced.. .. There's no way, not when you have outside issues. dealing 

with them. The material's just going so fast." 

Three of the participants recognized that their teachers felt the pressures of time as 

well. Kelly sensed "[the instnictor's] attitude is *we really don3 have a lot of time so \i.e 

gona continue with the class."' Patricia acknowledged that her teacher ?an out of time." 

Jackson paraphrased his instnictor's words regarding the pacing of the class. -- '\Ve gona 

get this down in a certain amount of time. This is the course outline. If we get it done in 

time. we have fun. If we don't. we kick Our butts.'*- 



1 don? muid it being: condensed. 

Of al1 the participants, Jackson was the only one who did not raise major 

objections about the pacing of the course materid. '4 rhink it's good because it keeps the 

-dents at their feet and it keeps the teachers at their feet too, saying 'We gotta get this 

done, we gotta get these students into their career and on with their lives."' 

Expect a lot of questions. 

Three participants mentioned that, even if teachers are feeling pressured by 

curriculum demands, they should not forget that they need to provide time for students to 

ask questions. Susan reported that "some teachers will spend al1 day during their class 

answering questions. Another teacher says 'Look, we don? have time for al1 these 

questions.'" Diana valued a teacher who. "if we had a question.. . would take time and 

listen and answer it." Jackson thoughr that at the end of the presentation of new concepts. 

-'the teacher should Say 'Does everybody understand this?"' Susan cautioned. "if you'\.e 

got your day planned out to do certain things. don't expect to get it al1 finished 'cause 

there's gonna be a lot of questions." Angelica was the only participant who did not feel 

that providing time for questions was essentiai. "Sometimes when the teachers had to 

repeat the stuff, I was kind of getting bored." She also felt that often her classrnates did 

not understand concepts because of their poor attendance. 'Tm always there and why do 1 

have to listen to ten people asking it on ten different days and wasting valuable tirne?" 



I don't want to ask the instnictor. 

Not al1 the participants had been self-confident enough to ask their instnictors for 

assistance when they did not understand a concept. Susan described her reluctance to 

admit her Iack of cornprehension. "Sometimes 1 don? feel right going to the instructors. 1 

don't know why. 1 mean cause that's what 1 went back to school for. ..I says 'I'm an adult. 

I should know this stuff.' But yet.. . . if I've got a question in my head. 1 don? know is this 

appropriate to ask." Kelly had aiso felt uncornfortable about asking questions. "If 1 don't 

understand what somebody's saying. I feel that even though 1 don? understand it, 

probably the rest of my class does so I don? want to say 1 don? know what [the 

insmctor] is saying. I don't want to bring that up because then 1 feel real stupid." As her 

upgading progressed, however. she had begun to realize that '-you gotta ask for help. 

otherwise you're not gonna learn." 

Everybodv learns at a different speed. 

Five of the participants felt that in the rush to complete the requirements of the 

course. instructors sometimes forgot individual leaming speeds. Jackson commented that 

"some students have a hard time grasping the stuff." At man? times throughout the 

interview, Susan mentioned how much difficulq she had understanding concepts in her 

English class. Part of the reason for this. she felt. was "because of the fancy words the? 

used." 

Susan and Jackson provided ways that instructors could accommodate students' 

individual learning speeds. Susan believed " o u  might have to spend more time m i t h  
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individual students while other students are working ahead on their own." Jackson 

agreed. If a student understands a concepc "let them go ahead and do it. They may be 

faster than other people." For students who do not comprehend, "[instructors] 

should.. .Say 'OK. What don? you understand?' Go up to the student and say 'This is 

how it goes.' Just go into more detail." For Jackson and Kelly, it was also important for 

instructors to remember îhat taking more time to understand one concept should not 

eamiark the student as being weak in al1 skills. "Everybody at something or other is 

better," said Kelly. 

Learning S M e  Preferences 

We have Our own wav of thinking. our own wav of do in^. 

Al1 the participants were aware of their individual leaming preferences. Kelly. 

who had been diagnosed with attention deficit disorder as an adult. said. actually need 

to hear it taught to me and 1 need it shoun to me." She also appreciated taking notes 

because "I've got a very short term memory so I forget very easily." Although Angelica 

had never been officially diagnosed ADD, she too characterized herseIf as '-a person who 

gets distracted by scraping chairs or somebody slarnrning the door. So 1 can leam better 

when everybody's focused." Diana also mentioned that it was difficuh for her IO 

concentrate due to diagnosed ADD, especially when she was reading. noting. '-1 have an 

attention span of a zip." She found that she "leamed more on tape. doing it taped than 1 

do reading [aldiough] it helps me to do both." Susan agreed with the importance of aura1 

input. saying. "1 have to really listen in class in order ro catch eveqthing." Although 
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Jackson acknowledged "sometimes 1 can do it just by seeing and hearing"? he expressed a 

preference for " the practical.. -1 need the on-hands expenence." This likely accounted for 

his enjoyment of tasks where he codd "think on the cornputer." Patricia also appreciated 

being able to bring her word processor to class and receiving extra time to write her 

exams. "It aiways helped my self-confidence more with speIl check and the thesaurus so 

it was very encouraging." 

Not al1 instructors had accommodated and respected individual leaming styles. 

Kelly expenenced difficulty with an instnictor who did not write anything d o m  while 

talking '30 I wasn't catching everydiing. . . l  couldn't keep it al1 in my head." Afier Kelly's 

ADD diagnosis, she began to take a tape recorder to class to assist her in notetaking. 

However, one instnictor would not give her permission to tape record lectures7 saying "1 

was using my ADD as an excuse." Diana had experienced a similar situation. She felt her 

ADD and drug and alcohol problem interacted to produce a number of learning 

challenges for her; one of her instmctors had also reacted by saying "we use having that 

[ADD] as an excuse." This instnictor had scheduled exarns on three consecutive days. 

which Diana had found 'gstressfÙl.'o This seemed to indicate to her that the instructor did 

not 'tare" about the consequences for students of closely scheduled exarns. The sarne 

instructor also "expect[ed] more" of students who had extra time to write their exams. 

"Students in our class if they-re writing in class only have to give.. . a rough copy of an 

essay . . . UTe have to give.. . the good copy, the rough copy, al1 of it. because we ha\-e 

extra time." Diana had also conflicted with this instnictor when she had not vi t ten d o ~ n  
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answers for a class discussion of a story. "My work might not be on pape- but 1 can 

answer in my head faster than anybody that has it written on paper and [the instmctor] 

tells me that I'rn lazy and I'm just not doing my homework." 

Meaninefulness of Assipned Work 

Whv are we doing this? 

Several of the participants questioned the suitability of the work they were doing 

in English class. Jackson and Susan both felt that learning essay witing was irrelevant ro 

h e m  because their careers would not require them to perform this task. Diana related an 

incident from a class in which the snidents were studying a play. Each day for th im 

minutes. they wrote questions about the play from the board. "Haifkay through the play. 

someone clued in and said. 'Oh. These questions are in the literature book.' When you 

bring it to thar person's attention. [the instmctor] says. 'Well. it's teaching you 

notetaking. ' And you're going. 'No, that's called a waste of time. "' 

1 iike to learn interestine stuff. 

When rime was spent productively in class. giving students knowledge and 

experiences that matched their needs and interests. the participants were generally 

enthusiastic about the assigned work. Jackson had enjoyed leaming "how to analyze 

people" and "reading exciting novels." When Jackson's instructor introduced the class to 

the Intemet' Jackson reports '7 was out of school a t  3 o'clock.. .came back at 6.. . and 

spent three hours a night on the Net." Patncia felt that most of her experiences as an adult 
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student had been stimulating rather than "grinding.. . 1 never had that experience. Maybe 

when 1 was a kid but not during my adult leaming, no." 

Two of the students felt that it was the teacher's responsibility to make the 

curriculum meaningful. Jackson commented "You gona make the course, the subject, fun 

to learn, exciting and some of the teachers don't do that." Kelly agreed. "You have to 

make it interesting for me. Then I'rn more willing to leam it." 

Passive Learning 

Some participants mentioned that their roles in classroom situations seemed 

relativeIy passive. Not being active for long penods of time was diffrcult for Jackson. 

"Sitting down for 70 minutes. that's quite a while." Other participants mentioned that 

they seerned to do a large amount of seatwork such as notetaking. wriung out questions or 

listening to the teacher. For Angelica. classroorn activities seemed "more like teacher 

standing up and doing stuff ' to which she voiced few objections. Other participants 

reacted more negatively. Jackson felt 'Tm just in class doing nothing" and Diana agreed. 

"1 feel like I'm just taking up space." 

Perhaps as a result of their perceived passive roles in English classrooms. the 

participants seerned to be relatively unfarniliar with the concept of learning actively to 

enhance their success in English classes. This was obvious when they were asked what 

advice the! would give to a new student about how to be successful in English class. 

Susan didn't think she would be able to offer much advice to a new student because yhat  

would be like me being an instnictor.'* Larer, she advised? "Listen in class and be there 
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everyday is about the only thing." Jackson thought that to be a success, a student should 

"do the stuff  in [the iastructor's] thinking, like think [the instnicror' s] way.'? Three of the 

students seemed to mix passive and active l e h g  approaches. Patricia thoughr students 

should "participate" but then seemed to sofien this advice by saying. "Just relax. Go for 

the ride is pretty much the only way." Angelica offered four pieces of advice. "Be there 

every day. Not to fool around. P o ]  eating and drinking in class because then you are not 

really focused because you are half on what you are doing and half on what the teacher is 

saying. Be on time." Kelly thought a student should 'ïust make sure that o u  take doan 

the notes that [the instructor's] giving [and] listen to the way_ the things [the instnicmr] 

says. If you read between the lines of what [the instructor's] saying. you pick up a lot 

more.** 

Issues Involving Writing 

1 had reallv bad writing skills and wanted to im~rove. 

All six participants described difficulties they were experiencing with writing for 

their English classes. The three problem areas they discussed most ofien were lack of 

self-confidence in \snting? difficulties in expressing thoughts in witing and the challenge 

of stmcturing what they had to Say. Susan did not believe in herself as a writer. saying. 

"I'm not a wnter for essays and paragraphs. I can't catch on to it." When she did try to 

express her ideas. it seemed as though ideas were '.al1 scrarnbling around in rny head." 

Susan \vas unsure what the best methoci would be to help her b-unscramble" her thoughts. 

She first expressed total fmstration with trying to use a formal outline. saying. -1 
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absolutely hate those.. .I spend more time trying to figure out or remember how to do the 

outline than 1 do doing the essay." Later, however, she said, "even with those outlines, as 

much as I hate hem, they do help in writing." Angelica atiribured her written expression 

and organizational difficulties to a lack of expenence with spoken and written English. 

She felt that "since English is not my langoage, sometimes I do have to think about what 

I'm writing when I'm doing the Wcture of writing." She also reaiized that "'talk is 

different fiom writing. ..Sometimes when 1 write, 1 sometimes feel like I'm witing the 

way I'm talking and so that would show up in rny writing." Diana was most fnistrated by 

the lack of equality between her spoken and written abilities. "I can express what 1 want 

to say verbally but 1 can't do it on paper that rnakes any bit of a sense." 

Writing Instruction: What Does Not Work 

Some methods of witing instruction and evaluation were not perceived by 

participants to be of particular value. Four participants cnticized peer editing. Angelka 

said "To be honest. 1 have never used a peer edit for myself. After I've talked it over with 

whoever is doing it.. .sometimes 1 find they are way off." Diana and Susan both 

expressed the difficulties they had with doing peer editing. "When you're told that ).ou 

have to mark someone else's work. how can you mark it if you don't b o w  hou- to?" 

wondered Diana. Susan also felt she lacked the necessaq background to edir another 

student's writing. '-1 don't know nothing about fiabments and run-ons and stuff like that.'. 

she commented. As a result. peer editing becarne an ordeal for Susan. "1 %-as scared on 

checking the other student's work 'cause 1 \vas scared that they did something right and 1 
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was going to correct it and do it the wrong way." However. Susan felt obligated to go 

through the motions of peer editing. "I'd make a few littie red marks to show that 1 did 

correct something. I didn't want to correct too much.. .I don't want to screw up and 

making it worse." 

Participants also criticized some instmctor methods of editing and evaluating. 

Jackson was annoyed that some teachers did not engage in editing student writing at al1 

before evaluating it. He described ihis process as "You hand it in. You get a mark. That's 

it." Kelly found that even though her teacher edited her writing? her errors were not 

indicated clearly enough for her to find and correct them. Students also had concerns 

about the way in which some instructors evaiuated their writing. Two participants did not 

always know what their teachers meant with various notations on their writing. Kelly 

remarked that her instmctor "would basically put an 'X' right through it. So then you're 

kind of going, like what?" Susan experienced simiIar frustration. "When I'd get essays 

back, saying a fragment and a nui-on. what's fragments? What's run-ons?" Diana 

objected to holistic rnarking "because you don? know the basis for it." Also. she had felt 

hurt by marking which emphasized negatives; "al1 the way through Our paper. trash. uash. 

trash, trash." One instructor had also toId her that when she w-ote. she esperienced 

'-verbal diarrhea." Her fnistration with the entire writing process was evident when she 

commented. "We're told when we get an essay back. ' Well. rnaybe you should fis it up 

and t p  and g r  a better mark.' Well. if ou ' re  handed this paper that o u  don't even 

understand what a run-on is and you've w-ritten it the way o u  thought [the instmctor] 
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would want it with the help of the [extra help] room and it' s still not perfect. where do 

you go?" 

Writine; Instruction: What Works 

AL1 the participants had expenenced teaching that had helped them to overcome 

some of their writing difficulties. Teachers who gave notes about structuring an essay 

were important to Patricia and Kelly because the? felt they could work more 

independently while writing with h t t e n  guidelines to follow . Patricia and Susan 

perceived that having enough time to practice writing was essential. To Patricia. the 

provision of class time was important since she did not "do a lot of witing at home." She 

also realized that " with more repetition. more practice. the better you got." Susan 

enjoyed an instructor who slowed the Pace of writing instruction. "We just spent one class 

doing the thesis statement. That 1 found very. very helpful instead of saying 'Wnte the 

..- essay with a thesis statement and then the five body paragraphs. 

Certain types of assignments gave students confidence in their witten expression. 

Susan felt that being allowed to write fiom her persona1 experience was easier than 

producing literary writing. Journal writing gave Angelica the chance to express her 

thoughts wirhour woqing about mechanics. As a result. her thoughts began -'flou.ing." 

Two students mentioned that they had enjoyed instructors who followed a 

conferencing procedure when helping them with their writing. Susan describes this 

technique as having an instnictor who 'kirs down with you. shows pou how ro do it. gives 

:ou ideas on how to do theses and introductions and stuff like that." Susan felt "that 
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works better than having the i ~ c t o r  saying, 'OK, do this and do that' and then [the 

instructor] sits at [the] desk and does.. . paper work." Patricia had a similar experience 

with the conferencing procedure. "1 felt [the instructor] took a great deal of time with me. 

personally on a one to one thing, trying to develop my writing skills better.. .[The 

instnictor] corrected my matenal, gave me ideas.. .punctuation and different word 

phrases." 

Even if instructors did not sir doun individually with students. their input before 

the writing was evaluated was important to these participants. One of Jackson's 

insuuctors edired uliting before marking it, lettinp him know exactly what areas of his 

uriting he could improve. For Patricia, this input needed to be sensitive so that she could 

overcome her lack of confidence in spelling. "[The instnictor] never judged my spelling 

which was delight. [The instructor pointed errors out] with a little 'spell'. 'sp' which is 

OK. 1 can take that. Don't make a big circle around it. Don't show everybody. >*ou h o u - .  

discreetly. That can be very offensive.'' 

Participants also appreciated feedback fiom teachers afier their wntiiting had been 

evaluated. Diana praised mark sheets that show 'where we go wong and what we could 

fix up.. .You want to know what you're doing wong so that y u  don3 make that mistake 

[again]." Angelica also enjoyed having a precise marking criterion that formed the basis 

for discussing her w~iting with the instructor. " If you would get a 4 or 5 or maybe a 3 or 

whatever. ?ou would know what ?ou had missed out u7hen you would 90 back to [the 
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instructor] . . . [The instructor] would tell you ' From what I explained, can you see how yo u 

have gone ofl" '  

Writing Conventions 

One area of writing instruction on which opinions differed sharply was the 

teaching of writing conventions. Angelica felt that instruction on basic conventions would 

not be of interest to her; she preferred to be taught more about the writing process. 

Patricia said that she had been taught conventions extensively in her pre-hi& school class 

and had improved her writing skills as a result. Two of the participants thought that more 

instructional time should have been spent on writing conventions. Kelly said she would 

have appreciated having a g m a r  textbook during ber upgrading because "1 have 

alw-ays had a real hard time with my gramma.. .Even to this day I still have trouble with 

verbs and stuff and like the grammar part." She also mentioned that "1 still carinor 

comprehend where the comma would go aad d e  apostrophe and al1 that." When she 

asked one of her instructors for assistance' she was referred to extra help sources in the 

institution. Susan also felt that conventions had not been stressed enough in class. She 

recalled some conventions instruction at the pre high school level but said such material 

was covered "very briefly." Now, she still wonders "What's the difference betw-een a 

verb and a pronoun? 1 can't remember.. . What's third person singular? They should spend 

enough time doing that." She perceived that the teaching of grammar would be useful 

because it is 'something that we'd be usine in everyday life" even though "it would son 

of be almost iike being in elementary school again." Both women felt that being taught 
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more grammar would have helped them to see their own writing errors and, therefore' 

would have resulted in higher marks on their writing assignments. 

You get handed a paper and said, 'Do it.' 

Participants felt that the main factor that would have improved their writing was 

more tune spent in class on the actual writing process. Patricia recdled that she did rnost 

of her witing at home and that she had only received essay writing assistance in the extra 

help room. Diana explained that more teaching time was necessary because "a lot of the 

people that are in rny class right now are coming into school straight into 23. The. have 

no d u e  how to n i t e  an essay We're given a week teaching material on essay writing and 

that's it. Then you're told to go to the [extra help] room." Susan felt thar instructors gave 

students the message that " 'I want you to leam how to be a better k t e r '  and everything 

but i fs  just that they don7 really spend the time." For Angelica. the lack of time spent on 

the teaching of writing was the major disappointment of her English upgrading 

experience. Writing improvement had been her major goal but Y don't feel I'm ready for 

college yet cause it's just that my writing that was not too good." Her teachers had told 

her '' 'it is going to get better with the time"' but .'it doesn't get an? better." Diana also 

felt "1 don't write any differently than 1 have before" and Patricia admitted that addressing 

some literary topics was "still a little hard." 

Discussion 

A number of principles of adult learning are inherent in the participants' 

comments on instructional issues. Using students' esisting background knowledge as a 
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starting point for developing literacy skills has only recently become a pnority in adult 

classrooms. In the 1960s and 1970s, literacy prograrns were likely to adopt a deficit 

perspective, focusing more on adult learners' weaknesses than their strengths (Fingeret, 

1990). hmuctors ofien viewed their students as " 'containers'. . . 'receptacles' to be filled 

by the teacher" (Freire, 1970, p. 58). Recently, however, there has been a trend away from 

viewing literacy education as "an act of depositing" (Freire, 1970, p. 58) .  "Rather rhan 

assuming that students are 'blank dates', we know that they bring a wealth of knowledge 

that relates to literacy tasks'' (Fingeret, 1990, p. 27). Working with instead of ignoring 

this "wealth of knowledge" appears to have several affective and instructional 

advantages. First. since adults ofien perceive themselves in ternis of their experiences. an 

instnictor who acknowledges and values their expenences is ofien perceived by students 

as appreciative of who they are (Knowles. 1983). Another advantag is that relating neu. 

classroorn material to learners' background experience tends to acts as a motivator for 

M e r  learning (Fingeret? 1990). Also, research in copitive development implies that 

learning occurs most effectively when adults are able to relate new information and skiIls 

to existing cognitive structures (Brundage & MacKeracher. 1980; Fingeret. 1990; 

Knom-les, 1984; Memam & Caffarella, 199 1). Patricia had obviously felt that her 

background was valued when her instructors related classroom material to her 

esperiences as a mother and an artist- .4s a result? she felt more motivated to and more 

capable of leaming new concepts. 
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Adults also arrive in literacy classroorns with preferred learning styles. Since 

"every adult has his [sic] own individudistic style for processing information and for 

learning . . . every group of addt  leamers will . . . be extremely heterogeneous in nature" 

(Bnindage & MacKeracher, 1980, p. 45). Instructors aiso possess preferred learning styles 

and tend to teach according to the style that would help them most as learners (Brundage 

& MacKeracher, 1980). "When a mismatch occurs between the Ieamingkognitive style of 

the leamer and that of the teacher, the result is likely to be unsatisfactory to both" 

(Brundage & MacKeracher, 1980, p. 5 1). In this study, an instmctor who did not write 

anything down fnistrated Kellyo who seemed to prefer visual leaniing. One of Diana's 

insmictors expected her to write down answers for the discussion of a story. even though 

Diana felt that she could participate better using her oral communication strengths. 

Perceptions of who they are as learners and how the teacher expects them to 

behave as students accompany adults to the upgrading classroom as well. They ma? arrive 

with negative self-concepts of themselves as snidents (Knowles. 1984). based on pnor 

ieaming experiences. They may also perceive that they have linle background knowledge 

to deal with the new topics being addressed in the learning situation (Merriarn & 

Caffarella. 1999). The new leamine situation may therefore be perceived as "novel. 

emergency. or traumatic" (Bnuidage & MacKeracher, 1980' p. 38) and students ma); cope 

by adopting passive, dependent behaviors (Merriarn & Caffarella. 1999). As u-ell. 

mernories of their public school experiences ma? lead adults to believe that passive 

leaming wiIl be the expectation in their aduIt learning environments. Even though in 
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other areas of their lives they may feel confident and self-directing, many adult leamers 

"harken back to their conditioning in their previous school experience, put on their d u c e  

hats of dependency, fold their arrns, sit back and say 'Teach me"' (Knowles, 1984, p. 56). 

These passive learning attitudes were particuiarly evident in Angelica's perception that 

the teacher shouid be the most active person in the classroom and in Susan's comment 

that insmictors are the only m e s  capable of explaining to students the meaning of success 

in the classroom. 

Another instructional concem of this studygs participants, the pacing of 

instruction, relates to adult learners' perception of time and to the adverse effects of time 

pressures. Bmndage and MacKeracher (1 980) States that "an adult tends to perceive time 

as including an ever-increasing pasr. a fleeting and pressured presenr, and a finite future" 

(p. 35). This "finite future tends to create the illusion of a need to hurry. to change and 

learn quickly! and to get on with life" (p. 36). Jackson's comrnents about "wanting to get 

on with things" may be related to this perception of time. However, the comments of 

other participants in this study show that productive learning may not occur under time 

constraints (Merriarn & Caffarella. 1999). Bmndage and MacKeracher (1980) state that 

adults tend to "learn b a t  when they can set their o u n  Pace and when time pressures are 

kept to the minimum" @. 33). 

Adult time perceptions may also be related to the meaningfulness of instruction. 

Since adults sometimes feel that learning should occur rapidiy so that the? can continue 

with their lives. "they are ofien reluctant to engage in learning activities or content n-hich 
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does not appear to have immediate and pragmaiic application within their life" (Brundage 

& MacKeracher, 1980, p. 36). Knowles (1984) concurs, stating that adults' orientation to 

learning is more likely to be "life-centred.. . task-centred or probtem-centred' (p. 59). 

Adult learners will therefore expenence a " need to know" (p. 55) why they are learning 

what they are leaming and how to apply learning to their lives. If their "need to kno\v'- 

questions are not answered to their satisfaction' aduIts may begin to "resent and resist" 

(Knowles, 1984, p. 56) instructor-chosen material and activities. If Jackson's and Susan's 

instnictors had helped them to relate cenain essay writing skills to job writing. Jackson 

and S usan may not have resisted wïting essays as much. 

Participants' concerns about writing d s o  embody a nurnber of instructional 

principles about a more specific area of adult literacy, that of teaching writing to adults. 

Kazernek (1984) stated that 'rhere is Iittle professional literature on writing and adult 

literacy; the little there is reflects a lack of awareness or understanding of current w~iting 

research" (p. 6 14). Fifieen years later. this situation remains largely unchanged. Writing 

in the adult high school classroom is too ofien a process of. in Jackson's words. "You 

hand it in. You get a mark. That's it." Current research-based rnodels of teaching n~i t ing  

(Anvell. 1 998 ; Calkins. 1 998 5 Pates & Evans. 1990) "are as much concerned with process 

as with outcorne" (Pates 8: Evans, 1990, p. 4) and "start with the students' concerns and 

needs [and] value the learners' mastered language.. .as a basis for firther leamingo' (Pates 

Br Evans. 1990. p. 4). These models also offer Ieamers time and support at each step of 

the writing process. For some instructors of the participants in this study. these features of 
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writing instruction seem to have been eclipsed by the need to '&do the curriculum~ as 

expediently as possible. These participants had rarely been given the oppomüiity to write 

on topics of their own choice or to begin with their mastered language. They were 

expected to accomplish literary essay w-riting which features what Gee (1 989) calls 

"'middle-class rnainstream' sorts of Discourses" (p. 1 1). These types of discourses 

involve "using language.. . [to] write the right thing in the right way while playîng the 

rïght social role and (appearing) to hold the ri& vvalues. beliefs. and attitudes" (p.6). 

Since many leamers in adult literacy programs are not members of the middle-class. 

mainstream (Malicky. Katz. Norton & Norman, 1997), it is understandable that the 

participants in this study would experience difficulty with the type of discourse required 

in a literary essay 

New models of teaching writing also involve regular conferencing with an 

instructor who is able to provide support. feedback and ideas to help witers progress. 

This is the stage of writing at which, as Atwell (1 984) States, "Witers are tulnerable. 

That's the writer there on the page. his or her essential self laid bare for the world to see. 

A \\riter wants response that is couneous and gentle' that gives help without threatening 

the writer's dignity" @. 66).  For adults, gentle response is particularly important since 

man). have experienced public school instructors who handled their witing harshly. 

Parricia is an example of a leamer who was obviously taught that -'spelling must be 

perfect [and] that if y u  can'r spell you cm'r wite" (Kazemek. 1984. p. 6 16). Gentle 

feedback. however, does not imply that adult wirers do not want help to polish and edit 
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their writing. ''A writer wants response that takes the writer seriously and moves him or 

her forward.. . Writers.. .need teachers who hetp them discover the meaning they don't yet 

know by helping writers discover and build on what they & know" (Atwell, 1984, p. 66). 

Peer editing and the infiequent fomd teaching of conventions to the whole class 

are two features of recent writing models that may cause some concern to adult learners. 

The instructor is not viewed as the only classroom expert on writing; students are 

encouraged to receive feedback from their peers as well. However, knowledge of 

conventions and the ability to find errors in writing may be necessary to students fulfilling 

their roles as peer editors (Madraso, 1993). This can be dificult for adults who are 

inexperienced writers and readers. They may not be farniliar with the reading process 

required to edit their own work, much less that of another student. Also. the) ma). 

expenence short-term memory diEculties so that they have forgotten the first half of a 

sentence by the tirne they read the second half (Madraso, 1993). In this study. Angelica 

perceived that peer edits were of littie value because she could not trust the editing skills 

of her peers. Diana and Susan validated this perception. saying they did not feel skilled 

enough to provide help to another student. 

The two participants who were concerned that they had not been tau@ enough 

conventions raise another issue that is difficult for reachers of recent writing models. The 

specific teaching of conventions as a subject separate frorn their application to \\ritinp has 

fallen out of favor. However. adult students may expect that ans English program that 

does not offer "gammar teaching" is deficient (Black & Sim. 1990: Padak. 1991; Smith- 
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Burke, Parker & Deegan, 1987), creating conflict for both instnictors and students over 

this issue. 

Affective Issues 

In this study, the participants' comments revealed that affective issues have a 

significant impact on their ability and motivation in the English upgrading classroom. The 

three sections that dominate this category are the effect of past situations on presenr 

classroom experiences, relationships with peers and relationships with teachers. 

Past Experiences and Present Classrooms 

The participants in this study viewed their adulr classroom expenences through 

the filter of previous expenences. Mernories of worko farnily and public school simations 

affected their expectations and their view of classroom interactions with instnictors. One 

participant discussed the influence of her home country's political and economic status on 

her perceptions of education and Canadian classroom interactions. 

Work and School Compared 

Two of the participants had extensive work experience and. as a result. espected 

that their English upgrading classrooms would imitate what was expected on the job. 

When Jackson discussed students having more choices, he related this to his work 

esperience. "A manager goes up to one of the employees and says' 'Here's Our  options. 

You can do three or four or five options. 1'11 leave it up to your discretion.' Nines-nine 

per cent of the time the- will choose a good option."' Angelica also thought upgrading 
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d e s  should be similar to those of a work situation. "If you were working, you cannot 

make an excuse that '1 was late because of day care.. .you cannot really miss out on work 

for three days and then still corne in, so as an adult, why your expectations [of school] 

should be different?" 

Abused in vour own home. abused at school. 

Diana discussed two situations of persona1 abuse that had affected her perceptions 

of adult classroom interactions. She felt that her father's expectations of her school 

progress as a child were ofien unrealistically high. "If 1 got al1 As and Bs, rny dad would 

focus on the B, not all the As." This affected her attitude in public school. "After a while. 

you just give up and say 'Screw it anyway. "' Therefore as an adult. she ofien felt that 

teachers' expectations of her were unrealistically high. Diana also had experienced the 

pain and loss of self-esteem that accompany an abusive spousal relationship. She realized 

that she would need to address this loss of self-confidence since '.self-esteem and self- 

worth is al1 important and if you don? have that, you ain't going to succeed." However. it 

seemed to Diana that some of her English upgrading insuvctors did little to raise her self- 

esteem. Some instructors? in fact. seemed to irnitate the abusive situations she had faced 

in the past at home and in school. "When you go from being abused in your own home to 

being abused at school. would you want to go to school?" 

The? said thev cared but thev didn't. 

A number of the participants remembered public school teachers who seemed to 

be insensitive to student needs. As a result, these students ofien feared that their 
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upgrading inshuctors would embody this attitude as well. Patricia recalled an elementq 

school teacher who held up her wrïting errors so that d l  the class could see them. As an 

aduit, diis experience had made her wary about having her errors dealt with insensitively. 

She enjoyed having an instnictor who assured her it was acceptable to make rnistakes and 

was discreet in pointing out her errors. 

Kelly discussed many negative memones of public school interactions with 

teachers. She recalled that ' ~ h e n  I was in school earlier, a lot of my childhood. the 

teacher rold me 1 was really slow and 1 was a slow learner and 1 just didn't want to lem." 

In junior and senior hi& she had clashed with a teacher who told her '-1 was gonna be 

nothing. that 1 am nothing. 1 was never going to accomplish anything." As a result of 

these insults. "to this day, there is the odd instmctor where 1 still feel the same way. Like 

the' watch p u  and i f s  like 'Well. they're not gonna be anything. They don'r wanna 

leam.'" She also recalls that when she asked for help fiom her teachers in public school. 

"it dways felt like if you were one of the slower learners. they weren't as willing to help 

you." When she began her pre high school English class. she felt as diough this situation 

was repeated. "1 felt like because 1 couldn't understand a lot that was being discussed that 

the instnictors weren't as willing to help me." Kelly also recalled the reaction of hcr 

elementar) teachers when her father died when she m7as eleven. Although Kelly [vas 

worried about "my mom raising me on her oun and al1 the trouble 1 was giving her." her 

teachers seemed to cornmunicate to her that '-1 couldn't worry about that. 1 had to u.om. 

about school. right?" Years later. this sentiment seemed to be echoed by one of Kellfs 
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English upgrading instructors. She was expenencing a highly stressfid situation in which 

she was womed about the safety of ber children. Her schoolwork suffered as a result. 

The instructor told her " 'When you're at home, that's home. Right now, you're in school. 

School is your life. School is going to make a life for you." 

1 lost d l  respect for teachers completely. 

As a result of many negative interactions with teachers in the past, two 

participants discussed the attitudes towards teachers that accompanied them to school as 

adults. Diana recailed that as a young student she had no respect for teachers "because 

they had no respect for us back then. Kids were seen and not heard." At times, she didn't 

feel that th is  instnictor attitude had changed much. "Now we're still not seen and heard 

except we're adults." Diana's lack of respect for some upgrading instmctors was 

reinforced when she perceived that the? harshly criticized smdents. She reasoned "those 

cornments shouldn't even enter our [con] text cause 90% of us quit school because w.e 

felt like failures and you shouldn't feel that way.'' Although Kelly had also entered 

upgrading with a well-established attitude of disrespect for teachers. positive experiences 

had convinced her that instmctors "have a heart' and can be "understanding" and 

"human." 

From where 1 corne there is no extras. 

The types of hardships Angela had expenenced were v e q  different from those of 

the Canadian-bom participants. sternrning fiom the political and economic status of rhe 

African country in which she was raised. She had a stable and supportive home life. 
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education was viewed as important and reading was encouraged. However? "we [had] to 

pay.. . for our education." As a resdt, although family members completed high school, 

there was no opportunity for them to continue with M e r  education. Therefore, when 

Angelica came to Canada, she cherished the opportunity to r e m  to school. "1 really 

wanted to make a go of it and get somewhere in life." 

What 1 was lookina for. it's not there. 

Angelica's mernories of public school in AfEca also intluenced her expectations 

of what should be taught in an upgrading class. "When 1 was in my younger days. we had 

more of a understanding class than a writing class." Angelica felt this focus had produced 

a gap in her English background and therefore wanted more writing taught in English 

upgrading. Angelica also recalled that classroorns in Africa were very stmctured and 

corporal punishment was still employed. She expected that this would be the way in 

which adult classrooms in Canada were organized and sometimes felt disappointed when 

they were not as rigid as she remembered. "My school setîing was more that kind of 

disciplinary way rather than a give and take way so maybe this is what I'm looking for." 

In- Class Relationships with Peers 

Interaction with other people. That's important. 

A number of the participants mentioned the importance of interactions with their 

peers in class. Various schedule and classroom anangements and activities seemed to 

foster this. Patricia had enjoyed having a double block of English during one term. "Being 
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that we were so many hours every day, really got to be a very tight unit.. . We got redly. 

really, really close." Also, Patricia appreciated having a cohort group that accompanied 

her into the next Ievei. "There was four or five of us in Iast semester's.. . course. It was 

very intense. We got very close. We brought that into this Fnglish 301 classroom 

atmosphere." Patricia felt that her English 30 instnictor's technique of having the students 

sit in a circle enhanced this sense o f  closeness. T o u  see everybody, big tirne, whereas if 

you're sining in a straight row atmosphere, you only see the head in front of you and then 

the insmictor which means, you know, htimidating. For a shy person, it's not bringing 

you out at all whereas in the group circle atmosphere, I found that it was Iike a 

conversation as we are having now, face to face.'' In another of Patricia's classes. 

aithough the teacher "did not want to move the chairs [into a circle] every day", the 

students found other ways to enhance their closeness. "There was quite a few chairs so 

not everybody showed up everyday so there was quite a few gaps. We had Our oun linle 

groups." The instmctor of this class. however. did promote a group feeling by having 

students participate in solving classroom problems. "Every now and again.. .she would 

have a group discussion. 'Corne on, give me a11 your grievances and 1'11 give you g u y  rn?? 

grievances.. .She9d get the whole group.. .and Say, 'Does anybody else feel the sarne way 

about that particular area that she had a problem with?" So it was kind of a leaming 

experience for the whole class as far as problem solving.. -1 thought that was fabulous." 

Diana had also experienced a feeling of classroom communin; based on seating 

arrangement and activities. In this class. the students "sat around in circular groups." 
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Once again, this seating arrangement had positive effects for Diana who felt she wfas 

working "as a team" with other midents. Also, the reacher of this class gave students a 

variety of activities that encouraged teamwork. "We did presentations, we did group 

work, we read out loud." Diana particularly enjoyed reading plays orally in class because 

"you ail get different perspectives, more interaction with your fellow peers." The effect of 

this interaction for Diana was that the class "seemed to be a productive part of school." In 

her later classes, she was disappointed that ''there's no working as a team." Students were 

more ofien expected to do their assignments independently. "lt was like 'You take it 

home.' Tt's not the same." 

j3 don'tl talk to people who I'm not going to benefit from. 

Angelica had a very different perspective on interacting with classmates. "1 like to 

han$ around people whom I can get stuff fkom educational wise? I can broaden my 

horizons." Angelica did not feel that most of her classmates had much to offer her in this 

regard. Even though Angelica chose not to interact with peers during class time. she 

occasionally felt drawn in by the conversations her classmates had with each other. 

becoming curious about them and their worlds. 

It makes total difference when vou're working side bv side. 

Al1 six participants appreciated the opportunity to work in small groups. There 

were a large variety of reasons for student enjoyment of this arrangement. Jackson. Diana 

and Susan mentioned that they enjoyed receiving other students' input in discussion. 

Jackson and Diana realized that group work allowed students to distribute the workload 



and that the resdts of group work were often "better" than work done independently. 

Boùl students mentioned that group work had honed their social skills. "Group work is 

such a vital part of learning how to work with other people," commented Diana. Jackson 

agreed. "You.. .have to be redly flexible and compromising. You have to hear d l  sides of 

the story. Othenvise, there's no point of even being in a group discussion.'' Diana 

wondered, "How c m  you go to a job and not have those skills?" The final benefit of 

group work mentioned by Patncia and Diana involved the fkiendships that arose from 

working cooperatively. "We did a lot of group work together in that class ... Very much. 

lots and lots, every other assignment was group work. You sure got to know the other 

students quite closely and intimately. sort of. kind of. if you want to put it that way."" 

Diana felt that group work "could make a difference with people because you're so 

isolated anyway being a single parent and going ro school. You've lost ail your 

friends.. .because you don? have time for them." 

There's times.. . I rirefer to work bv mvself. 

Jackson, Angelica, Susan and Patricia al1 said that they wanted opportunities to 

work independently. "Independent, you can do a lot of stuff a lot more faster and just for 

your own opinion and that's it," Jackson pointed out. Sometirnes- preferring independent 

work arose as a result of unpleasant experiences involving group work. Angelica 

discussed several of these situations. which seemed to occur when she had worked with 

people whom the teacher had chosen as partners for her. Sometimes, these group 

members did not contribute much to the group and Angelica felt she had to " c m  the 
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whole Ioad." She had also been lefi to present group work by herself when group 

members were absent on the presentation day. In one such situation, the insuuctor had 

given Angeha  a higher mark than her partner in an effort to credit her work. This action 

resuited in conflict between the two women for the remainder of the term. As a result, 

Angelica had decided that "if the teacher would agree for me to do it on mÿ o w . .  .I 

would rather do it by myself." 

Patricia had d s o  experienced some unsatisQing group interactions. Once again. 

absences before group work started meant that some members brought less classroom 

knowledge to the discussion. "1 feel that if you're in a leaming environment, your 

participation fiom what you have leamed before goes into the group too so if you're not 

there, you're not able to contribute." Patricia had experienced shouldering the 

responsibility for group work as well. In this instance. she appreciated receiving full mark 

credit fiom the insmictor. In another situation- however, she was penalized for nor 

assisting in resolving a personal conflict benireen two group members. "I shied away 

because like these guys were literally fighting.. .My mind is 'Iust $0 away, you know- let 

those two do whatever they're doing.'" She protested the mark penal.. "I said to [the 

instnictor] that [one] gentleman.. . tried [resolving the conflict] and it just seemed to add 

more fuel to their fire." Nevertheless, the mark Patricia received remained unchanged. 



Out of CIass Relationships with Peers 

Participants saessed the many benefits of rnaintaining relationships with their 

peers outside of English class. Peers provided students with knowledge about others. job 

ideas, encouragement, social contacts and help with class assignments. 

"1 redized.. . that this is what I'm going: to be." 

Patricia had participated in a work experience program that assigned her to scribe 

for a physicdly disabled peer. Working with t h i s  student provided Patricia with the 

realization rhat the physically disabled student "gave back more rhan what 1 could 

actually give.'? Once she redized this. Patricia said "there wasn't a single da? that didn't 

go by that I didn't run eagerly to be there." Patricia is now interested in becoming a 

rehabilitation practitioner. 

If it wasn't for a lot of mv friends.. .I wouldn't have made it. 

Angelica and KelIy both mentioned that peers help to encourage each other. Ks l l~ -  

gave an esample fiom near the end of the school term when her friends were feeling 
C- 

discouraged. "These people corne up to me and they'll almost be in tears. They'll go -1 

canot take it anymore."' I'm like " 'OK. o u  guys. We graduate just two more weeks. \\-e 

graduate. OK?"' 
C 

Patricia. Kelly and Diana mentioned the importance of socializing with peers 

outside of class. Going for drinks or coffee provided students with the opponunity ro 

relax. Kelly summed up the situation by saying '*Ir's great when I'm with rny friends 

because ?ou can lighten up. It's like no classes. just lighren up and do \vhare\-er." 



Hev. can YOU he1p me with this? 

Five of the six participants had peers with whom they discussed classroom 

assignrnents. Susan commented that she thought she codd get "more help with doing my 

homework with my fnends than 1 would with my instnictor." This happened because her 

schedule ofien did not match the instructoros so she sought her fnends' help instead. 

Angelica and Kelly achieved more complete understanding of classroom assi_p.ments by 

discussing them with their peers. Angeka and her friends would find a book in the 

library that they thought might help them and "go throuph it together." If Kelly's peer 

group was given a challenging reading assignment, members would --go up to the 

cafeteria and Say: " '1s this what you got fiom it? Cause this is what I got fiom it."' Then 

we kind of combine it and it's like OK. maybe that's what we were supposed to get out of 

it. You get the full ston." Kelly and Patricia maintained study group ries with srudents 

who xvere no longer in their classes. "Whenever we got together in the Iibrary. n-e alu-ays 

studied the same ways that we used in.. . class which was ver). nice." commented Patricia. 

Diana appreciated having phone numbers of her classrnates to call in case she had been 

absent. " M e n  1 was struggling 1 could just call.. .and the person there would help you on 

the phone to get the work done." Diana was disappointed that this practice of students 

exchanging phone numbers had not occurred in her English 23 class. She \vas aware of 

the hazards of people not relying on each other. "There's lots of cracks and we're al1 

eoing Our oun separate ways and there are gohg to be a lot of people who \\-il1 faIl 
C 

through the cracks." 



Relatioaships with Instructors 

For dl the participants, high quality relationships with their instmctors were 

crucial to a satiswg English upgrading expenence. Participants valued instmctors 

whom they viewed as intelligent and who used classroom methods and created in-class 

atmospheres that matched their expectations. Participants aiso enjopd having an 

instructor who seemed similar to them and who displayed interpersonal skills such as 

honesty. forgiveness, patience and willingness to talk. Ln the eyes of these students. the 

most important interpersonai ski11 for an instructor to possess was respect: for h e m  as 

individuals. adults and equals, for their expertise and effort in class and for the demands 

of their personal lives outside of class. Students also realized that they must give respect 

in order to receive it. When mutual respect characterized a student-teacber relationship. 

students were likely to continue interacting with former insrnictors in subsequent school 

rems. However. conflicts occurred when students felt respect was missing in 

relationships with their teachers. 

The\, u7ere brilliant. 

Two students mentioned that they admired their instructors for their intelligence. 

Patrïcia said that she enjoyed not only her instmctor's iLbrilliance" but also the 

instructor's "confidence in knowing what she was talking about." Jackson manreled at a11 

the projects his instructor had undenaken outside of school rime. calling the ins~ructor 

"very intelligent." 



Thev're teaching the way they were teaching sixteen vears ago. 

Two students mentioned they wanted their instnictors' methods to match their 

expectations of the way classroom teachers "should" teach. Angelica admired her 

instructor for being fiom '4he older school of thoughts" in which strict enforcement of 

mies and a structured approach were used in the classroom. This matched with her 

expectation of an atmosphere in which she could l e m  best. On the other hand. Kelly 

praised her teacher for being "more up-to-date." She was not happy that "a lot of the 

instnictors that are there. they've been teaching for so long that thefre teaching the old 

way." 

We had lots of fun times. 

Enjoying the time they spent in the instructor's classroom and being able to relas 

were important to five of the participants. These students mentioned that thrir instructors 

had allowed them to "have fun." Jackson pointed out "if i f s  not going to be fun to leam 

ir. nhat's the point in being there?" Kelly said that one of her instructors helped the 

students to see the hurnor in literature selections the- read in class and sometimes began 

the class by nriting a phrase or quote on the board to make the students laugh. Patricia 

characterized the atrnosphere in one of her English classes as "not formal.. .no1 

intimidating.. .a friendly atmosphere.. .an open environment." She felt that this type of 

classroom climate '*encouraged the learning. If you're able to sir down and relas u-ith the 

people beside o u .  you seemed to open up for impressions to corne out from the class and 

the instructor." Patricia also believed thar having an instructor who \vas "ALWAYS 
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cheerful" helped to promote this fiiendIy atmosphere. Kelly felt that she was learning 

more effectively after transfeming fiom a class in which there was a Iess relaxed 

amosphere. "I'm more cornfortable in this classroom and I don? feel the pressures that 1 

felt before." KelIy was adamant about the importance of being abIe to relax in the 

classroom. "1 can't go into a classroom where the instmctor is 'You're here to l e m  and 

that's it; you're not here to have fun." Diana disliked this type of atmosphere as wsll. 

talking unhappily about one classroom in which- as soon as the instructor entered. the 

atmosphere becarne "down to work, no time to unwind type thing1 

We had our serious times too. 

Although students stressed the need to have fun. two also rnentioned that a 

balance was needed between pleasure and work. Jackson commented 3 ' s  Iike pleasure is 

pleasure. business is business. There's a time and a place for everything." 

Closer relationship. . . when vou're able to relate. 

Common ages. interests. backgrounds and values were ofien responsible for 

students feeling the- could relate closely to an instructor. Being of an age sirnilar to thsir 

instructors was important to both Kelly and Angelica. At first Kelly had felt somewhat 

intimidated that the instructor m-as ounger than she was. but later enjoyed a close 

relationship uith the instructor because she felt that their ages memt "you ho \ \ .  n-here 

[the instructor's] coming from. [the insrructor] knows where you're coming from." 

Patricia appreciated that one of hsr instructors s h e d  her interest in art and 

--communicated with me.. .on an artist's Iewl." In teaching her how to NT~IC. the 
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instructor encouraged her '%O make the words appeai to the senses like painting.'' Both the 

instructor and Patricia were also "strong Christian[s]". One of Jackson's instructors 

s h e d  his interest in technology and often asked to bomow the 'loys" that Jackson 

brought to class. Angelica felt she could relate well to one of her instructors because this 

person had not ody expenenced an impovenshed background but aiso mirrored her 

values of detemination and hard work. She also appreciated that the instructor agreed 

with her philosophy of associating with people of whom you are not asharned. "1 t h i d  

that's what 1 always tell my kids.. .so that's why 1 think 1 kind of click on more onto [the 

instructor] ." 

H o n e s ~  is a big, big thina- 1 think. 

Two students mentioned that instructors should be honest with their students. 

Kelly related an incident in which she had initially conflicted with an instructor but the 

two had eventudly forged a close relationship. In retrospect. the teacher had told her hou- 

she dreaded having the student in class. which the two women laughed at Iater. 

He was ven- forgivine. 

Two participants were grarehl that instructors were able to forgive rhem for 

negative behaviors. Jackson had cheated on a homework assignment but later felt guiIr!- 

and confessed to the instructor. The instructor rewarded his honesh by alleu-ing him to 

keep the assigned mark. As a result, Jackson said. T v e  never done that again." Kelly had 

a similar esperience in which she had "basical1y told [this instructor] \vhat 1 thought of 

them." During a case conference that ensued as a result of this incident. the instructor did 
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not agree with the decision to expel Kelly fiom upgrading. "This insmictor went. 'No. 

This is the place that's keeping her going. Don't kick her out. Don't make her quit. 

Because if you make her quit, who knows if she'll ever corne back??" Kelly was shocked 

that the instructor defended her and "after that, 1 had the utrnost respect for this person." 

Just be patient. 

For several students. patience was an essential characteristic for adult upgrading 

instructors. Susan thought that instructors sometimes forgot that --some of the 

students.. .take a f i l e  to comprehend things." Patricia felt that instructors could "be a 

iittle more sensitive to the students because they're new' right. so they've never done this 

before." Kelly provided a persona1 exampie of an instructor's impatience. In her pre-high 

school classa Kelly lacked confidence in her ability to Iearn. She ofien felt -'no matter 

what 1 did. 1 was just making a mess out of it *cause I was aiways making mistakes or 1 

was always answering the questions wong..  . Everybody else was basicall- getting prem. 

much the same idea and 1 wasnY' %%en she asked the insrnictor to repeat an 

explanation. the instructor responded. " Well. aren't you listening to anything I'm 

saying?'" 

She's ahvavs given me that opportunitv to go and talk to her. 

Individual conversations with instructors outside of class were also important to 

five of the sis participants. To these participants, an instructor who was a willing lisrener 

indicated a high degree of personal concem for students. Jackson summed up this 

perspective b:. saying. "Don't ever sa). o u  don3 have tirne for a student. Thar is a bad 
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thing to say because then they don't care about the student. They don't care about their 

job. They just want to get done with their day and get on with their life." Jackson and 

Diana had both expenenced instructon to whom they felt they could not talk. a situation 

that Diana found troubling. c'Ifyou have to go running to a counselor because you can't 

taik to your English teacher, there's a problem." Alsot she felt that she needed to access 

one of her former teachers to receive the praise and encouragement she needed. W3y 

can't rny own teacher do that?" However, Jackson and Diana as wcI1 as the other three 

students who discussed accessing teachers outside of class had a11 found at least one 

instnictor to whom they could talk "on a persona1 level.?? Students discussed many ropics 

including assignments for that instmctor's or snother instructor's class. career 

possibilities and persona1 problems. Kelly thought being able to discuss personal 

difficulties was particularly important because then teachers could corne to a realization 

as to why students were having difficulties in their classes. For Diana. one instrucror had 

given her the opportunin to 'ijust vent." If instructors could not help students with their 
C 

difficulties directly' they ofien acted as advocates. referring students to other sources for 

assisrance. Instnictors also provided feedback? praise and encouragement. Jackson and 

Kelly both appreciated having instructors point out their persona1 and academic strengths. 

Diana retumed to her former English teacher, seeking positive feedback. 'Tm constantl>- 

going to that person and showing her m?; work and she's going 'Way to go. I h o w  you 
C 

can do thar."' Kelly said that offenng encouragement was one of the most imponanr parts 
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of an instructor's job. "You could cry and you c m  Say 'I've had it, 1 gotta quit' and the. 

kind of sit here and they look at you and go 'No. You gotta do ir. you can do it.'" 

These participants realized that their instructors' Ume for talking to thern 

individually was often very limited. Angelica said "They don't have too much time.. -1 

wish 1 had that time with [the insmctor], not in a class setting, getting to know a little bit 

more or learn a little bit more." Kelly had felt rebuffed by an instructor whom she had 

tried to access outside of class. She felt as though she had ' w o  seconds to taik.. .It \vas 

like 'I've got things to do.' Whether [it] was intentional or not. [the insuuctor] made you 

feel like you were intmding on [the instructor's] time." Two of the students discussed 

ways that instnictors' in spite of their busy days. had show students they wanted to talk. 

One of Jackson's instructors saw- students afier school and also encouraged them to use 

electronic mail to stay in contact. One of Kelly's instnictors told Kelly. " T v e  got to go 

to class right now but corne back and see me and 1-11 do whatever 1 can to help you."' 

Jackson suggested yet another way instructors could assure students they wantrd to help 

them. "Say. 'Well. you got three minutes of my time right no\v. Maybe we can book 

another time. '" 

Have the respect to look into US. 

Teacher respect for students was an area that all sis participants talked about in 

detail and ofien with great emotion. Students appreciated teachers who respecred them as 

indiriduals. adults and equals, who respected their expertise and effort in-class and the 
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demands of their personai lives outside of class. Participants also mentioned that respect 

between teachers and students must be mutual if their relationship is to be effective. 

1 would really a~preciate if people would recognize me for who 1 am. 

Four participants thought it was important for teachers to respect their students 

"on a each and every individuai level." Patricia felt that an interest in students as 

individuab "goes with teaching." Although they wanted teachers to understand h e m  as 

individuals, participants aiso wanted reachers to respect their pnvacy. Jackson felt that at 

the beginning of the term teachers should say " '1 want to know a little bit more about 

you. Write a liale bit about yourself on a paper and hand it in to me if you wanr to share. 

If o u  don't. that's fine." Kelly sometimes felt that one instructor iwaded her privacy in 

judging her mood by the expression on her face. "1 go 'Appearances can be deceiving.. .1 

can walk around this school uith a smile a mile long but yet what's really going on 

inside. it's like I'm falling right apart." 

Some of the teachers actuallv treat us Iike kids. 

Three of the participants felt that they had been treated as though the? were 

children while one participant believed the instmctors had respected her adult status. 

Kelly was one of the students who complained that students were made to feel -'like 11-e're 

kids back in elementary school." However. sometimes Kelly felt that she wax back in 

elementary school. especially when other students had challenged her to fights. Afier 
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considering this,  she commented, "1 know that they [the instnictors] see what's going on 

and it's like 'Why should we treat them as adults if they can't even act like adults?"' 

Ifwe aren't ail treated as eauals. how the hell are we ~ o i n g  to succeed? 

Five of the participants discussed their reIationships with teachers in l ems  of the 

equality they felt the teacher had accorded thern. Kelly, Diana and Jackson ail mentioned 

times when îhey felt instmctors had made them feel inferior. Kelly rhought that two of her 

instructors had abused the position their higher education accorded thern. making her 

'.feel like knee high to a gasshopper.. -1ess than what they are." She also felt that 

sometimes instructon made students feel inferior when students brought their problems 

for discussion. However. she also stated that the superior attitudes she sensed ma? not 

have been "intentional." Later, she had become fnends w-itti one of the instructors but 

only afier she was no longer in that instructor's class. "As long as they're not >.Our 

instructor anymore, you cm get along with them." Diana attributed teachers acting 

superior to students to a different cause than their education. "1 think that because u-e are 

most of us from welfare goals. that we're treated Iike ~ve're nothing. A lot of us are from 

that situation not by choice - by situation." Diana felt one instructor in particular had 

treated her as though she were "lower class." Her voice broke as she said. "It-s rea11y 

hard." Jackson had also experienced the attitude of an instructor whom he felt thoughr 

"she's hieher than everybody." He said that teachers should "be a part of the students. 

Relate to them on their level. Be a ffiend to them. not a teacher. Be a friend." For 

Jackson. however. there seemed to be some conflict about hou- equal he actually aanred 
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to feel to an instructor. Later in the in te~iew,  he seemed to contradict these earlier 

statements about the equality of an instmctor's role by saying that a good instructor 

"takes them [-ae students] on . . .under their wing", indicating that instructors should take 

the role of protector rather than equal partner. 

Diana, Patricia Kelly and Angelica ail felt that they had experienced instructors 

who wanted them to feel they were equals. Diana obsemed that one of her instructors 

'-was like one of us. She wasn't better than us." Patricia described an instructor who was 

"able to relate in a eye to eye level.. .You felt cornfortable. not intimidated in an. iva>-. 

[The insrnictor] never looked down, m never felt Iike I should look down. It was ahvays 

look up and chat." AnpeIica used the sarne phrase as Patricia, saying she thought she 

could '"tk about things eye to eye" with her instnictor. "I know they corne from a higher 

educational field but they respected me for not being that educated." Kelly also related an 

incident in which an instmctor didn't "look down on you and talk to you as an instructor." 

Both she and Patricia felt that it was extremely important for instructors to vie\\- and 

speak to their students "not as a teacher but as a person." 

'You iust tauoht me somethine 1 didn't even k n o ~ '  

Three of the participants mentioned enjoying esperiences in a-hich teachers 

admitted that they did not have knowledge and turned to students for assistance. Diana 

noted that if one of her instnicrors could not ansu-er a question. the instructor would sa\ 

"OK. we'll get back to you or ask someone else in the class if thel- had the answer." One 

of Kelly's instructors told the class --she's still learning. I f s  a learning espcrience for her 
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as well." Both Kelly and Jackson had received acknowledgment for their computer skills 

when teachers asked them to assist other students. Kelly had also helped her instructor to 

access information on the computer and obviously enjoyed assuming the role of proactive 

insmctor. " 1'11 sit down in front of the computer and she'll sit back. I'm like 'Uh, uh. 

uh ... This is YOURS. YOU do it.. .You're gonna l e m  how to do this right." Kelly 

surnmed up allowing students to show their expertise by advising teachers. "Don't think 

you're better than them just because you can do something better than them. Don't feel 

that way because what you teach them. they'll be just as good as you." 

'Weil. this is the same old sone and dance.' 

Some students felt that instnictors did not respect their efforts and their abilities. 

Jackson reported hearing one teacher say "that if a student comes in and fails the test. the 

student's a loser." Kelly cited an incident in which an instructor compared the students' 

efforts and accomplishments to those of the instructor's family. some of whom had a 

university education and one who was much ounger  than the students. "You hou- .  it's 

like. there is no cornparison." Diana had been particularly offended by the comments of 

an instructor whom she felt "constantly: constantly criticized." The instructor would 

allow snidents to bnng assignments late but then '-criticize us for it.. .in front of the whole 

class." The instructor tdd the students the- were being "la-?' but Diana felt "That has 

nothing to do with it. We do what we can." The result of such comments for Diana \vas 

that she felt the teacher was implying that the students were "stupid ." Diana seemed to 
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realize that the criticism she heard was not always "meant to corne across ùiat way.. .but 

it does." 

Jackson and Patricia had particularly cherished experiences with instructors who 

had never found their efforts lacking. One of Jackson's insmictors "respected me for what 

I did. ï l e y  said. 'Well, you've taken a big step. You've corne back to school."- One of 

Patricia's insuuctors had never made her "feel like you're being judged for your inability 

or in your corrections or whatever." This instructor had "always emphasized that i f s  OK 

to make rnistakes. Ir's OK, to, you know. leam!" 

There are legitimate ~eople  who have issues that have to be dealt with, 

Students had experienced various degrees of respect from teachers when 

situations in their personal lives became obstacles in their academic Iiues. Some teachers 

had allowed students opportuniries to discuss their persona1 problems. suggested sources 

of assistance and given extra time to do assignmenrs. Others had not been as 

understanding. Kelly had experienced an instnictor who had initially estrnded an  

assignment deadline while she was experiencing a family crisis but then lectured her 

about the importance of school when she felt too overwhelmed to meet the nen- deadline. 

"1 went. 'No. SOT. but right nomT school is just a pastirne. Right non- what's going on ai 

home uith rny kids is a helluva lot more important than what's going on ar school.' [The 

instructor] didn't seem to understand that." Diana also felt that '-some people reaIl>- don'r 
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take a look at the fact that we are most of us single parents and have outside Iives. I'm not 

using that as an excuse but diings happen, you know." In one term? Diana had undergone 

a serious illness and surgery within the first two months, "and [the instmctor] didn't 

care." She was also dealing with the demands of a special needs child. "If 1 corne home 

and my son's had a bad day, I have to stop my school life and deal with him. And 1 can't 

stay up ' t il4 o'clock in the moming to do work just to make [the instructor] happy. h d  

if I'm honest and 1 explain, [the instnictor] doesn't care. [The instructor] doesn't wmt to 

hear it." 

Two of the participants did not feel that students needed to have special 

consideration for their personal lives. For Patricia. this was not an issue: she "assumed" 

that instructors were aware of students' home responsibilities. Although her children were 

both teenagers at the time of the interview. she recalled still being able to successfùll~ 

"juggle" their needs with the demands of her education when the? were younger. T o u  

hear people saying. W s  hard. It's time consuming.' It is time consurning but balance O u r  

time 1 think is best. It's up to you as a student to be able to do it.?' Angelica agreed with 

this philosophy. She cared for four children. worked at a part time job and still felt able to 

keep up with school demands. Therefore. she felt no special allo\vances needed to bs 

made for students' lives outside of school. '-1 think if 1 can do this. what is it an excuse for 

other people not to do it?" 
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Courtesv beeets courtesv. 

Diana and Angelica both spoke at length about the importance of mutual respect 

between teachers and students. Diana had experienced an instructor who seemed to 

communicate thar certain d e s  applied only to students. Although the instnictor was ofien 

late for class, the students were expected always to be punctual. The instructor expected 

student assignments to be handed in on time; when the students requested ùieir term 

marks. the teacher replied. " 'If 1 get around to it.' " Students were expected to be 

responsible in maintainhg their work; teachers lost their recorded marks and asked 

students to look for their marked paper. For Dianê this attitude represented a "double 

standard" and an attitude that certain standards do "not apply to teachers." The best 

solution. Diana felt- was for students and teachers to 'ireat each other like human beings". 

in other words' with the mutual respect which characterizes al1 healthy relationships. 

Angelica agreed. She felt that her teachers had generally respected her because 

"the)- did not look at me as somebody just coming there for the sake of coming or just for 

the sake of making money. They could see right away why 1 was there and thsy respected 

me for that." However. when a teacher fell asleep in one of her classes. she \vas 

disappointed. "I think if you are my teacher and if I would be dozing off in class. ?ou 

would not have respect for me. 1 felt the same way for [this instructor]." On the other 

hand. Angelica had also seen students asleep in class. "1 think OK. If that's the kind of 

respect you are going to give your reacher. how do -ou expect them to respect you?" 
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I want mv teacher back! 1 want rny teacher back! 

When participants developed a strongly positive relationship with an instructor. 

they ofien wanted their association with that person to continue. One of Kelly's former 

instructors had asked why she wanted to be part of this instnictor's class in another term. 

"You and 1 get dong. You understand me. I've had you before. You know where I'm 

coming fiom." hgel ica  had activeiy tried to switch class sections so she could be placed 

with a former insmictor? feeling, "1 could have.. .gained a lot more from [the instmctor] 

than the teacher 1 was put with." Even when participants were not successful in accessing 

the same teacher for another of their classes. they ofien continued their relationships by 

visiting teachers in their ofices. Four of the sis participants mentioned strong. ongoing 

relationships with former teachers. 

Mv Enplish teacher and I have had war of words. 

Three of the students discussed major conflicts with their instructors and one 

related observed situations in which students verballu confronted teachers in class. A11 of 

these participants suggested that these conflicts were inappropriate. Kelly mentioned. 

T v e  told this one instructor off 1 don3 know how many times. I'rn just kind of going [to 

myselfj. 'You're lucky you're not kicked out of this place.'" Diana said "Uhat I told her 

on Friday was she should just go back to bed and wake up on the right side." In reaction 

to her own behavior. she added. "1 feel bad" and also adrnitted have a hard tims 

espressing myelf without getting angry." Jackson described engaging in an escalating 

cycle of sarcastic comments with his instructor. Yf a student does a srnart comment.. .Io 
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the teacher, the teacher really throws a really smart, degrading comment back to them. 

That's not proper for the teacher, but that's not proper for the student." Because of these 

incidents, Diana, KelIy and Jackson had dso  experienced thoughts of not going to class 

or dropping out. Sornetimes, they did not attend the class. As Jackson reasoned. "Some 

days you've got so rnuch anger built up with the teacher, what's the point of even being 

there?" 

Patricia had rarely been involved in conflicts with her teacher but offered an 

interesting observer's perspective. Lnitially. "it shocked me that people actually talked this 

way to other people in a classroom setting." She was '-put off' by the "hostility" of some 

of ber classmates whom she characterized as  confrontational al." Because of these student 

characteristics, Patricia felt one of her instructors could not have avoided confrontation 

with the students because "they were coming. the) were coming. [the instructor] had 

really nothing to do with whether or not they were going to corne." Patricia Kas not 

against students expressing their opinions. "but o u  know there's ways of talking about 

your problem. The instmctor or whoever you're having the problem with go someplace 

and have it out. Don't just b l m  it out in class and expect the sparks not to fl). one n-a!- or 

another." 

Teachers had reacted to confrontations in a variety of ways. When Jackson's 

instructor thought students were being rude. "she does the smart tongue back." During 

another incident. the same instructor "just snarled and walked away." Diana's instrucror 

'-just shakes her head and turns the other way. 'If 1 ignore her long enough' rnaybe 1-11 be 
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quiet.. -1 think she just thinks to herself, 'A couple more months and I'm done.". 

Patricia's inmcto r  had asked for the students' input on student grievances. turning the 

problem over to the class for discussion. 

Jackson and Patricia had advice for instructors who are codronted by students. 

Jackson said instructors of adults need to expect "outbursts in class" and have to learn to 

"take the good with the bad." Patricia said. "These people.. .cm be very intirnidaring as a 

student, demanding. I think you have ta accept that and try not to take it persona1ly.'- 

Discussion 

Ziegahn (1 990) states that an important part of a literacy educator's job is learning 

to "deal ulth the whole person. which includes the emotional and affective needs that tis 

individuals to others'' (p. 28). For the participants in this study. these -.others.- take the 

form of significant people in their p s t  home and school Iives as well as present peers and 

teachers. As Quigley (1 992a) states. adult Iiteracy students are ofien a-influenced-in 

some cases haunted-by the mernories of their prior schooling experiences" (p. 107). 

Man) studies in adult Iiteracy have shoun this to be the case (Charnley 6- Jones. 1979: 

Fingeret B Danin. 199 1 : Hindle. 1990: Quigley. 1992a: Sa-ver & Rodrieucz. 1 993: 
C 

Smith-Burke, Parker & Deegan. 1987: Thomas. 1991: Ziegahn. 1990). This study 

duplicated these findings. The amount that participants talked about their previous school 

experiences was particularly interesting since few direct questions were asked about this 

in the interviews- It is also wonh noting that panicipants related hurtful stories from their 

past school experiences in great remembered detail and then directl:. related these to u-hat 
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had helped or hindered, delighted or depressed them in their adult upgrading classes. 

QuigIey (1992a) states that "adult literacy has long been burdened with the classroom 

trappings and ideological goals of early school and rernedial education" (p. 1 14). He also 

believes that due to the "second chance" nature of many programs, "teaching and 

administrative staffofien view adult learners as in a state of personal as well as 

knowledge deficit'' (p. 1 1 5). For the participants in this study, the duplication of 

remembered cIassroorn trappings. ideological goals and insensitive teacher attitudes 

brought back painfil memones. On the other hand. when instmctors worked ton-ards 

changing these. participants responded with surprise and renewed interest and motivation 

in school. 

The second affective category of importance to these study participants \vaas the 

link to program peers. Fingeret's (1983) study was one of the first to explode the mytli 

that underliterate people live in "isolation and alienation" (p. 135). She discovered thar 

adults 14th poor Iiteracy skills often have developed "social networks that are 

characterized by reciprocal exchange [and give] access to most of the resources 

individuals require'- (p. 1 34). In this study. students developed some of the social 

networks themselves. KeIly's description of meeting friends in the cafeteria to --get the 

full story" from each other about instructor-assigned tasks echoes Fingeret's finding that 

"it ma)- take the combined effort of a nurnber of readers to finally decipher a particular1)- 

abstruse message" @. 139). Other social netkvorks were promoted in the classroom by 

insrnictors a-ho were \viIIing to "explore program and instructional designs that 
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incorporate an appreciation of networks as sources of strength rather than interference" 

(p. 144). It was obvious that the students in this study were aware of the many benefits of 

working within a network, as were the participants of many other studies (ABE Promised 

Land, 1992; Campbell, 1996; Hindle, 1990; Malicky & Norman. 1 996). The difficulties 

experienced by Patricia and hgel ica  during group work may have been caused by 

teachers choosing groups for participants and expecting them to cope with the resulting 

tensions with Iittle or no support. 

It is important to note, however? that the participants in this study are al1 what 

Quigley (1992~) calls "persistent leamers". As such, they ofien bring with them their 

public school abiliries of maintairing friendships with peers easily. "Reluctant leamers" 

(Quigley. 1992~)' on the other hand. ma? require much more assistance from instructors 

to develop the networks which could help them sustain their attendance in a literacy 

program. 

The importance of a strong relationship uith instructors was another affective 

category for these participants. Once again. this duplicates the findings of man>- other 

studies. both in the significance of the student-insmctor relationship and in the 

characteristics that participants named as valuable (Abell. 1992: BIack 8r Sim. 1990: 

Darkenwald & Silvestri. 1992; Fingeret & Danin. 199 1 : Hindle. 1990: Lowden. Poane?. 

Gardner & Mark. 1995: Malicky Norman. 1995. 1996; Smith-Burke. Parker & Deegan- 

1987: Thomas. 1994: Towards the ABE Promised Land. 1992). Wth  the esception of 

.hgelica. al1 the participants also appreciated an instructor who created a cornfortable 
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cIassroom climate. It is not unusual that Angelica wanted a more strict. disciplined 

atmosphere; this is a characteristic of many ESL adult leamers (Black & Sim, 1990). 

"Mmy of these students may have experienced a more formal and stnictured education in 

their own country of birth and [are] unacustomed [sic] to the informality and learner- 

centred approach charactensing 'good practice' in adult literacy teaching" @. 34). 

Once again, it is wordiy to note that the close relationships the participants in uiis 

study actively sou& and rnaintained uith their instnictors is a characteristic of persistent 

leamers. Quigley (1 992c) has found that reluctant learners rarely interact wirh instructors 

and that these students may need "more attention than they ever request themselves" @. 

3-1 5).  Teachers ofien find it easier to relate to persisters because these students tend to 

interact more easily with other students and the instructor. 

Power and Control Issues 

The category in which participants offered the most comments was that of potver 

and control issues in the classroom. Also. this category was the one in which the most 

interna1 tensions seemed to occur for participants. Participants ofien discussed their ideas 

about the instructor as authoril figure. They also offered numerous comments about 

choices available to them in class tirne allotment. course content. methods for 

approaching assigned work. due dates for assignments and evaluation methods. The issue 

of voice was discussed in Iength as well. that is. who controls the division of talking and 

listening in the classroom. 



The Instructor as Authoritv Figure 

You're the Almightv One. 

Only Patricia and Kelly felt that they had been dlowed to share some of the p 

in the classroom. Five of the participants felt that one or al1 of their English teachers 

maintained the control. Susan said Y think pretty much they have it al1 fiom what I've 

seen from my experiences in the classroom." Angelica agreed that one of her instructors 

"for sure.. .has had a11 the power over the classroom." Jackson descnbed one of his 

Engiish instmctors as "If you got out of line, [the instructor] would give o u  so much of a 

butt whipping! figuratively speaking. [The instmctor] would corne d o m  on you good." 

Diana felt that in one of her English classes 'you're treated iike a military concentration 

camp.. .You don2 cross the line. You don't sa>- a word." Conceming her instructor's 

position in the classroom. Diana perceived "When [the instructor's] in ùiat class. [the 

instructor] is God." Kelly also felt that one instructor had mainrained al1 the authorit!. in 

her English class. "1 felt like it was an am). [The instructor] n7as like drill ser- aeant. 

constantly having to march to [the instructor's] beat." 

Spare the rod. spoil the child. 

Three of the participants were happy with the instructor maintaining the balance 

of power in the classroom. Patricia was pleased that she had experienced instmctors u-ho 

controlled discussions and the behavioral espectations for students in the classroom. She 

also liked instmctors who would "give me a linle kick there. I need that." Angelica 

agreed power should remain n-ith the instructor. --If I'm personall!. gening what I n-ant 



I'm happy with it [no power in the classroom.]" She felt that instnictors should "be veq. 

strict.. -1 feel like when you have that spare the rod. spoil the child, you know what is to 

be done but you don't do it. We are there to get something; we should make sure to get it 

and people should make sure that we get it whether we want it or not.' Jackson also 

appreciated having a teacher in total control. " If the teacher was like that through the 

whole year. I'd be happy. I'd be bouncing off the wall." For Jackson. "if you kept in line. 

if you kept in the guidelines. you were fme and thar was it." He also mentioned in the 

interview. however, that some other students had dropped out because their teachers u-ere 

"really strict." 

A middle grounds. 

For Kelly and Diana, interna1 tensions arose when they discussed their reactions to 

the instructor maintaining absolute authority. Kelly obviously disliked the "drill sergeant" 

authority of one of her English teachers. Howe~er. she acknowledged that she seemed to 

need the teacher to maintain classroom structure. '-1 don3 like a class that's \va>- too Ioose 

like everything's just thrown aside kind of thing. 1 don3 like anything thar's too 

structured. [I like] the one where there's a middle grounds." For Kelly. this '-middle 

grounds" meant that the teacher would set the expectation for students that "-ou can han2 

loose but.. .you got to settle d o m  here. Like you c m  goof around for so long and then 

).OU gona sa>- enough. Now I've gona actually sit donn and do what I'rn doing hrre." 

M'hm Diana said that the instructor was .-Gcd" in the class and she \vas not allowd to 

"cross" the instructor. she commented '-thatSs no wa>- to run a c1ass.'- She also stared that 
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'~here's no flexibility'' in some English classrooms. However, she felt that when teachers 

gave assignments, they should ''tell us these are the questions you want us to do. We do 

them." Also, she thought that teachers should take action when a student came to class 

"loaded" because %ere are supposed to be standards, there's supposed to be rules." 

However. in these instances, ''teachers just ignore [inebriated students] because they don't 

want to deal with it. They don't want to be intimidated. Well. what are you there for?" 

Like Kelly, she also felt that teachers should maintain 'berni-structure" in the cIassroom 

"because I need structure" and that she would only want a "50/5OY share of control u-ith 

the instructor. 

Choices in the Classroom 

If vou set vour work done. vou don't have to stay 

Three participants said that teachers chose how much of the allotted class tirne 

students were required to attend. KeIly rnentioned that "a lot of times [the instmctor] 

would let us go around four or so". twenty minutes before ciass was schedulsd to end. 

Jackson also said that his instructor's beiief was "as long as you get it [classroom work] 

done. ùiat's fine. the best of p u r  ability. enjoy your da?. . .You don't have to stay. Go and 

do your other stuff. You got Iives." Jackson appreciated this because he felt that it \vas a 

"waste of rime" to be held in class if there was nothing to do. Angelica said that one of 

. . her instructors was "ver). particular with the time.. . would like people to be on tirne. 

Hon-ever. she obviously struggled with the sarne instructor's decision to release students 

"even as much as 30 minutes earlier" than the official end of class. She thoughr there 
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might be several reasons why the hstructor was making this decision. including not 

"wasting the student's time" or "so those who wouid miss would go and see [the 

instnictor] at that time." She sensed that the instructor was relaying the necessary course 

material to students and even admitted that she enjoyed being released early. Finaily. 

however, she said "1 was kind of resentful of the tirne that [the instmctor] was taking 

away fiom me." 

Telling us what we were going to be doing. 

The participants in this study were often the recipients of instructor directions and 

expectations at the start of and during their classes. Students were given witten 

assignments, notes, selections to read. topics for speeches and were sometirnes assigned 

to groups for discussion. Participants had v a ~ i n g  reactions to instmctors making these 

choices for them. Susan. Diana and Patricia al1 felt that instructors sometimes assumed 

that the material they taught was appropriate for al1 students. "Like the). Say. T o u  need 

this to get into English 33.- But then 1 sa?. -1 don't need English 33: o u  knoir-." Diana 

thought that some teachers assumed al1 the students were going to universi-. 'if'ell.. . i fs  

not a goal of mine.' Patricia had been in a combined class of English 30 and 33. "It \vas 

two different levels, leaming at the sarne time and on the sarne material and getting 

different rnarkings. Maybe what's good for her wasn't good for me." 

Although Patricia rnentioned that she "felt SOT" for one instructor "because he 

had to keep this [class] going himself. He carried eve~ th ing  himself'. she felt thar 

choosin_p material for students u-as essentially the teacher's responsibility "l'm here to 
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learn. 1 expect an instmctor to be teaching us so I'm assuming at this point that the)- have 

the material and be ready for it." She believed that instnictors should assign novels 

because "I'rn really not a heavy reader at home." Four participants disagreed. saying that 

insûuctor assigned reading and associated assignments were "boring." In Diana's class. 

students protested that teacher assigned literature was "a waste of time." Kelly did not 

like the boredom of reading assigned textbooks. "1 goma read something that keeps my 

anention.. -1 don't see anything interesting in it, like it's gonna take me forever to learn 

it." She also said '7 love reading but to answer questions [on the reading]. I hated it." 

Susan discussed her lack of engagement with teacher-assigned novels, saying "1 didn'i 

Iike them at a l .  .If the book isn't interesting. 1 have trouble uriting about it." Susan had 

ofien wondered "Why cari-t we read our o w  kind of books? But then I think that's not 

fair to the teacher because if the teacher didn't read the booko how- is [the instmctor] 

gonna know what I'rn writing in the essay?" Jackson also felt that boring reading affecréd 

his marks. "If you want to ger a good mark on something. you gona read something that 

you're going to enjoy." He offered an alternative to teachers assigning one noveI. "Uhat 

the teacher should do is say 'WeIl. there's this arnount of books'. . . and the majorih of 

the students choose one book. that's what everyone reads because then there's more of an 

option." 

Jackson and Kelly mentioned activities in class that the)- had not enjoyed. largeIl. 

because the teacher had implemented them without asking students if they were interestcd 

or willing to panicipate. They felt that discussing activities with students would ofisn 
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positively influence snident attitudes and attendance since in both cases, students had 

registered their disapproval of the teacher's choices by not aîtending classes during these 

activities. 

Let the students choose. 

Two participants rnentioned times when they were given options. The journal 

writing that Angelica did in class couid be about "anything''. Patricia descnbed a class in 

which the instructor had students do lots of group work but seldom assigned the rnembers 

of the group. At first- "1 always worked uith the person behind me.. .It got to the point 

though towards the end of the semester where 1 would choose other people for groups. 

We didn't want to work with the same people al1 the tirne.. . We did explore other group 

aunospheres on our own.. .It was really. really nice that way." 

Her wav of doing it. 

Some participants also indicated that they were given few options conceming ho\\- 

to do the assigned work. Jackson recalled --a lot of teachers sa? 'Either do my \va>. or 

you're the highway'" Jackson had resisted doing assignments in the way the teacher 

expected when he first attended upgrading. "You know like 'Wihat do you mean. do i i  

your way?' And they said. 'If you do it my way. i f s  going ro be bettcr.' I'm l i k  OO. 

whatever. For Jackson. following the teacher's methods had produced positive 

ourcomes. *'I just started doing stuff [the instructor's] way and it really came out bigtime 

pod." For other participants, however. not being shown a range of methods for 

completing classroom tasks produced anxiety and frustration. Susan recalled that one 
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teacher expected students to read an entire novel before answering the questions. "I had to 

read one chapter then answer the questions othenMse I'd forget fiom the begiming of the 

novel there because 1 don? have a very good memory." Angelica discussed an instructor 

who insisted that students write a formai outline for their written assignments. "I'm not 

very good at that. I h  more of a cluster person. I would do some mind 

mapping.. .and.. .just branch out. In that aspect [the instnictor] did not see me eye ro eyc 

because [the instnictor] was more of a structured person." Kelly and Patricia had receired 

very specific instructions conceming the modes for oral presentations. Kelly aas given a 

very precise tirne for her speech. which she felt. was somewhat restrictive. Patricia 

worked with a group that had decided on a creative arrangement for their presentation. 

"kind of like picture form where two sat in the front and w o  stood in the back.. x h i c h  1 

thought was cool." The instructor. howe\.er. docked Patricia marks for not standing u - h m  

she spoke and Patricia did not protest the mark. "1'11 bring it up next tirne." shs said. 

Susan felt that the teachers she could work with best were those \\.ho would '-give 

you different ways of doing things." Instead of adhering to one method. she believed that 

. . 
students should be allowed to choose '*what's ever easiest [and] u-orks for you. 

Firm due dates.. . no Ieewa\-. 

Both Patricia and Angelica wanted teachers to have absolute power in setting due 

dates. Patricia felt that having a teacher assign a due date meant '-In rny rnind 1 c a i t  sa!. 

' Well. gee. 1 can put it off for another da)..' -' A fim due date for Patricia '-seems to 

encourage me to push that much harder.. .the actual getting d o m  to doing it  and have a 
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deadline makes it rewarding instantly.?' Patricia was also "more content with  the 

instructor that you knew there was no way that you could get past this date. They just look 

at you and Say ' Well, better luck next tirne. "' 

Angelica and Jackson also felt that instructor set due dates were fair. As well. 

these two participants appreciated insmictors who deducted marks for Iate assignments. 

"If you don't gel the work done on time, you snooze, you lose," Jackson believed. 

Angelica felt this type of attitude towards late assignments was Wery fair because for 

those who have worked very hard and who have made the effort to get things in time. 1 

think they should be given that bonus mark." She realized that students "might hate the 

teacher for doing that" but felt "as adults. 1 don? think we should have that flesibiliry." 

The thing that irks me most is these teachers that schedule exams double. 

For Diana, having teachers set al1 the dates for assignments and esams had 

produced a stresshl situation. Sometimes. teachers did not find out about esams the 

students ma? be writing in other classes. As a result. Diana faced studying for an English 

and a math esarn at the same time which had caused her to feel ansious. Hou-ever. Diana 

still believed it was the teacher's responsibility to rernedy this situation. "Thers-s fii-e 

d a y  in a week. Hello, math on one day. English on another da).." 

'1 espect more.- 

Three participants believed that instmctors approached classes with set 

espectations. without finding out what the students expected of themselves or wanted to 

achieve. Kelly. Diana and Susan al1 expressed frustration that their best arrempts never 
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seemed to fülfill their iustnictors' expectations. Susan commented "1 tried to do what the 

instructors would tell you to do.. .I did it the way it was supposed to be and it's still not 

right. It gets htrating." One of Diana's instructors ofien told students '' '1 expect 

more."' However, Diana and her classrnates felt that "no matter what we do i t 3  not good 

enough, so why even ny?" Kelly had also expenenced the 'hot good enough'. attitude 

fiom her instructor. "1 wodd be getting marks Iike 78, 79 but 1 was just that one mark 

away tiom 80 and my instnictor would always say to me 'Just one more. just one more. 

you could do better.' Igm like 'This is the best 1 can do. I'm sony 1 can't give 'ou that 

80%." To Kelly, the instmctofs insistence on achieving 80% was particularly hurtful 

because "diese [marks] were on exams and I've never gotten these kinds of marks." 

Kelly also felt that in spite of al1 the work she put in on untten assignments -31 uasn't to 

[the instrucror's] satisfactory. Because of it you'd get like a 50 or 60." 

A persona1 best. 

Patricia. Angelica and Jackson rhought that instructors' espectations u-ere fair. 

One of Anplica's instructors maintained the attitude '* if p u  u-ould be coming kvith a 30 

mark in.. . class and you went up to a 40. [the instructor] thinks that you are trying-' 

Gi~re that student a proper mark. 

Al1 the participants viewed their instructors as the primary authority for evaluating 

their work. Only Patricia had expenenced an instructor who had given the students the 

opponunity to self-evaluate. However. Patricia was not altogether confortable ~vith 

studenrs having this power. "I'm sure that [instructor's] therc to realize that if ?ou gil-s 
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yourself 9 out of 10 on everythmg or 10 out of 10, [the instructor's] there to minirnize 

that a bit." 

Jackson enjoyed having the instructor in complete control of the marking process. 

When his instnictor assigned homework, the instnictor did not always tell students 

whether students wouid mark the homework in class or whether the teacher would mark 

it. Jackson felt that this uncertainty was rnotivating because '?ou never knew if [the 

uIstructor] came around and marked it." 

There's not much one can do about that. 

For other snidents? being the powerless recipients of teacher-assigned marks 

produced a feeling of helplessness and confusion. Jackson felt that his poor marks cs-ere 

due to a personality conflict with one of his instructors and that he could do little to 

change either the situation nith the teacher or the poor marks thar he perceived had 

occwred as a result. Patricia told of being assigned the mark of ano:her group member 

afier the instructor lost Patricia's mark. Patricia took a passive approach to this situation. 

saying "things happen." Diana related an incident in which a teaching assistant had 

assigned much higher marks to a writing assigrnent than the teacher was cornfortable 

giving. Although the teacher reevaluated the assignrnents and lowered the marks. the 
C 

students were given their originally assigned higher marks. For Diana. this was confusine. - 

"If 1 don3 desenre that mark. 1 shouldn't be given it." Diana also had the impression that 

one poor mark during the term could dramatically affect her overall grade. '-God forbid. 

me being a single parent. if my son ends up getting hit by a car and 1 miss thar test. thers's 
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my schooling." As well, she did not have any idea what her own mark was at the end of 

the term and was forced to ask the teacher "are we going to know what we're going into 

our exam with, just so that we know if we're going to sink or swim?'' 

Two of the students felt that instructors maintained an alrnost mystical control 

over their mark;. Susan experienced a change in instmctor during one term of English. 

"Since we've had [a new instructor] . . .we haven't really done anything for marking.. .but 

rny average has gone up.. .because my average was below fi@ there for a while.' Patricia 

had once expenenced a decline in her marks "so I'm lefi wondering how corne my marks 

went dom. .  .Maybe there's some magic question out there or answer out there that could 

help. I haven't found one yet." 

I loved gening marks that were encouraeine. Self-esteem went up dramaticailv. 

For these participants. there seemed to be a direct link between a favorable 

teacher-assigned mark and their sense of productivity and self-esteem. Diana said that 

when she "passed with really good marks.. .that actually felt like I had accomplislied 

something." Angelica was proud of her excellent mark in her pre high school class but 

feared the mark and her self-esteem would drop if she took English 10 instead of English 

13. 4 6 N o ~ ~  1 l a o n  1 could have done it but at that point I really did nor hou- ."  Patricia 

summed up the relationship between self-esteem and evaluation by saying "The better 

you did. the better you felt. The more you felt better, the better 'ou did. So noa. you just 

wore a circle that way." 



A waste of time because our marks were iust nathetic. 

When students' marks were low, their sense of productivity and self-esteem 

decreased. But who to blame for low marks was ofien a source of tension for participants. 

Patricia thought that the responsibiliv was hers; "my mark reflected how rnuch work 1 

actually applied." Jackson agreed, saying his unproductive term was his oun  fault. Diana 

could not sertle on where to lay the blame for her unsatismg evaluation expenence in 

one of her English classes. First? she commented that her low mark was "because of the 

fact this teacher is not doing her job." Later. when the teacher told her that her failing 

mark had been Diana3 "choice", Diana took some of the blame, replying "acruallv it 

would be both of us because we're not working to benefit." Later in the inten-ie~v she 

seemed to place al1 the responsibility on herself. saying, "We're al1 adults. We either 

make or break our education." 

Student Voice 

We have a hard time vocalizino ourseIves. 

Al1 the participants admitted to difficulties in expressing themselves orall?.. Kell?. 

and many of her classrnates felt --very. very uncornfortable" when asked to do oral 

presentations. Diana felt she was sometimes '-stuck when 1 went to esplain myself' and 

that she and many of her classmates had difficulty in discussing serious topics. --without 

joking around." She also felt that speaking in class would raise ESL students' self- 

confidence. Angelica attributed her oral speaking discomfort to inexperience in spoken 

English since she and her famil)- -'donsr speak English much. just at the school level. but 
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not at home." Also, she felt she had 'a  tendency of going off topic" when she spoke. 

Patrïcia reported feeling "very, very shy" in front of a large group and Susan felt "dl hot 

and.. .like I'm going to faint." Jackson had considered becoming a teacher "but 1 don't 

like standing up in front of people." He ako felt he didn't have a vocabdary of "big. 

complex words" for conversations so that other people "are going to be saying 'Oh. ya- 

This person's not even worth talking to."' 

Hour to talk riro~erlv is more important than writing essavs and paramaphs. 

Patricia. Diana and Susan al1 felt that more opportunities were needed for oral 

expression in the classroom. Unfomuiately. many teachers seemed not to provide the 

opportunities students needed to improve their oral communication skills. To Diana. the 

teachers seemed to hold the right ro do most of the ralking. "If [the instructor] wanrs to 

yap. [the instructor will] yap forever but if we want to talk about something. [rhe 

instructor] cuts us." When students were discussing '.the topic of the class'- in one of 

Kelly3 English classes. the instructor told students '. 'If o u  want to have a conversation. 

take it outside the room."' Kelly grinned when she said. "so 90% of the time a11 of us 

would be going - 0 K .  Let's ALL leave the room." Kelly felt that teachers also decided 

when discussion would occur. "The only time uTe would be allowed to have discussion is 

if [the instmctor] brought ir up. We could not do it." If students brought up a situation 

from their lives for discussion. the instmctor ' ~ o u l d  push it aside but you have 

classrnares coming up to o u  afier class and going 'He?. what did 'ou do in that 

situation?"' 
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Teachers also controlled who was dlowed to speak in the classroom. Diana said 

"[the uistnictor] picks the same people ail the time for the answers." She felt that this kvas 

inappropnate since "we d l  have different opinions and we al1 need to be heard." Angelica 

was the only participant who felt that the instructor should always control classroom 

discussions. Student input, she felt, should be restricted to "something in regard to the 

class or the whole class will benefir." In Angelica's experience? "when there is a class 

discussion other midents don't want to listen to what other people are sayinp." She 

preferred classes "when the teacher stands up and talk." 

Some students had tried to change the balance of who taiked and who listened in 

the classroom, but the results were ofken less than favorable for students. Diana wanted to 

suggest to her instructor that she and her classmates would benefit fiom reading a plz: 

aloud. However. she said, "You don3 dare.. . I f  you ever brought that to the teacher's 

attention. you're stupid and ?ou don't know what you're talking about.. .She just says. 

'Well that's the way it is' and that's the end of it." Angelica. who characterized herself as 

"a little bit outspoken" had expressed her opinions several times to teachers but felr " it 

doesn't mean that I've gone high up in their look or an'hing." Diana agrsed. -'If >-ou 

bring your opinion up, basically you're toId. 'Go tell someone who cares.' You-re gking 

input for no reason. you're wasting your time." For Diana, however. this sense of 

oppression had not hindered her in expressing her opinion. 7 still don3 think that n-hat 1 

sa>. makes a world of difference. but somebody's going to know that I'm going to ranle 

their chains." Jackson agreed with Diana. "An honesr opinion on how much opinion \vr 
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had? Nothing. Nothing whatsoever. It should be changed, it needs to be changed." He 

recomrnended that teachers "value [mident] opinions, value [student] suggestions." 

We had the same questions. It iust never came out. 

Although Diana had "always been in classes where [snidents] want to be vocal". 

Patricia had expenenced one class where no one wanted to talk. She struggled to 

understand the possible reasons for the students' silence. "1 was extremeIy shy  1 think the 

other people too in that class was extremely shy." However. she also wondered if the 

instnictor's domination of the class may have had a role in creating the silence. First of 

d l .  her teacher "did most of the talking and pause every now and again and hope for the 

reaction." When this didn't work, the instnictor "tried jokes. tried creating diagrams" and 

offered ''cornments now and again. 'Don't be shy.. .Corne out with something? just 

something. anything."' The instructor also offèred explanations for the students' silence. 

" '1 know why we're so quiet is because we haven't done this before"' or -' -Let3 try to 

get rid of those old school days.'" None of the instrucror's tactics for gening students to 

talk were successful~ however. Instead. "a big silence came back louder than ewr." 

We al1 had an opinion. The teacher listened to us. 

Not al1 the participants had expenenced having their voices silenced. Before 

coming back to school. Diana said she *'never had an opinion.. .Before I just shur up and 

not sa' anything." As a result of opportunities at her schooi. Diana characterized herself 

durins the interview as "very vocal" and "ver) opinionated." First. Diana had experienced 

having her voice appreciated in two of her classes. which she described as "xonderfu1.'- 
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Also, she had volunteered for a position of student leadership. which had helped her to 

take on the role of student advocate. In one of Kelly's classes, the teacher was curious 

about what snidents were saying to each other privately during class discussions and 

would açk them to offer their insights to the class. Patricia had experienced two classes in 

which instnictors encouraged class discussion. Even if the students and the teacher did 

not agree with each other "those confrontational elements actually brought out more in 

the sense of. you ho- fieedoms - fkeedom of attitude, expressed attitude." In the first of 

these classes, "whatever person brought a comment up, you were expected to explain that 

comment. For me. I uras never able to feel confident enough to come up with something." 

However? in the next class, "1 was really a lot more involved in group participation and 

class discussions which is really quite exciting. a new experience for me." Pauicia 

thought this was because she "didn't have to put my hand up" and there were "lots of 

questions. both by the instmctor and by the students which is really quite nice." Also. the 

insuuctor was "always open, accepting of an? comment never: never questioning a 

comment.. .she was able to take that comment anywhere." The instnctor also was 

constantly '-bringing in new ideas. encouraging our ideas to come out." 

Discussion 

"Literacy is a social, political phenornenon thar always involves power relations" 

(Malicky and Norman. 1993. p. 64). in many traditional literacy programs. the balance of 

power has remained solidly in the hands of the teacher. with students having little choice 

or voice. Recently. however. "educators.. .are becoming aware that the status quo can bt 
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changed and that transformations at both the individual and societal Ievels c m  happen" 

(Memarn & Cafiarella, 1999, p. 83). Therefore, some literacy programs, particularly 

those that are community-based, are advocating a participatory philosophy. This 

philosophy is based on the work of Freire (1970) who believed that the purpose of 

literacy prograns is to prepare leamers to challenge society's existing economic and 

social structures and their position within these structures. Gaber-Katz and Watson 

(1 99 1) discuss three principles that guide participatory progams. First. they are Iearner- 

centred. C ~ c u l u r n  is based on leamers' needs, interests and problems. Students are also 

encouraged to have input about the methodology that will best address the curriculum. 

Second, participatory programs $ive students the opportunity to develop a critical 

perspective towards social. economic and political sysrems rather dian accepting them. 

Third. cornrnunity-building is a focus in participatory programs. Communih-based 

education progams are situated in the learners' home communities to senle those who 

would not usually attend a traditional program. Also. the cornrnunity perspective focuses 

on building communities in which dl members are valued and their voices respecred. 

The participants in this study attended an insritution in which students were 

required to stare a career goal before they could be eligible for funding. Based on their 

stated goals. their reading level on a TABE test and a writing sample. they were placed in 

an appropriate English class which taught the provincial high school curriculum. 

Therefore. for the institution in general. as well as for specific teachers and students. the 

eoais of participatory iiteracy were not a priorih. Some of the participants' commenrs 
C 



reflected their more fundamental or functional view of why they were attending 

upgrading classes. Angelka's view that she was cornfortable with having little power as 

long as she was "'getting what she needed" is one example. Patricia's sense that the 

teachers would have the material selected and she needed to be prepared to handle the 

demands of the cumculurn also reflects the more fundamental philosophy some students 

hold towards Iiteracy education. 

However. comrnents by several of the participants indicated that they were Iess 

satisfied with teachers rnaintaining the balance of power. Although the? sometimes 

expected instructors to make the decisions, they were not always cornfortable with 

occupying subordinate positions. Giroux's (1 983) work on resistance theory stares that 

many disefianchised people both conform to and resist the dominant ideolog!. found in 

schools. This helps to explain the inner tensions some of the participants felt when the!- 

seemed to want teachers to take control in some situations and relinquish it in others. 

One of the features of power and control in the classroom that produced little 

inner tension for participants was their desire to be allowed to express thernselves more 

frequently. Campbell (1 996) calls this "moving fkom silence into speech." The students' 

inability anaor unwillingness to express themselves ma. be rooted in "past experiences 

where. as working class. nonacademic people. the- were not heard because they did nor 

speak the dominant language of academics and professionals'? (p. 132). Student silence 

could also be '-comected to the social/power relations between the literacy worker and 

the students" (p. 133). Campbell believes that students ma! "not see a n r  space for 
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'negotiating' these positions, and consequently.. . remain silenty' (p. 133). The participants 

in this study who had noticed improvements in their ability and willingness to express 

themselves were also those who had expenenced a "positive shifi in.. .power 

relationships" (p. 133). Diana had stepped into a position of student leadership. Patricia 

had experienced classroom relationships in which instructors ailowed students to share in 

problem-solving and what counted as knowledge. Their experiences show that it is 

'possible to reach emancipatory goals even in high school upgrading classes wirh a 

mandated curriculum" (MalieS. & Norman. 1995, p. 8 1 ). 



CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This smdy has explored the question "What are adult high school learners' 

experiences with literacy education in institutional upgrading classrooms?" This chapter 

presents an overview of the study's purposes, methods and major conclusions as well as 

recomrnendations for the classroom and fürther study. 

Overview 

The major purpose of the snidy was to understand the experiences of adult high 

school learners in literacy ciassrooms wirhin an institutional setting. The study was 

underraken since there is very little literature on adult literacy learners or literaq- 

classroom approaches and a h o s t  none that focuses on adult high school literacy leamers 

within institutional senings. The second major purpose of this research is to encourage 

instnictors and administrators to listen to the voices of prograrn participants when 

planningo implementing and evaluating literacy programs. At the present time "virtually 

al1 programs and research are about or fort but rarely in consultation with or by. the 

potential consumers of our programs. It is apparent that if we as adult educators are to 

read and involve more of these adults. we will need to begin to see the world more c1earl~- 

fiom their perspective" (Quigley: l992b, preface). 

Sis leamers fiom a literacy institution in a major urban center volunteered to be 

intervieweci for this study. The participants included three Caucasian. Canadian-boni 

women. one Caucasian. Canadian-bom man. one Aboriginal woman and one immigrani 
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woman. ALI six participants were funded for their upgrading, had attended at least two 

previous upgrading classes and were enrolled in a high school English course when 

interviewed. The i n t e ~ e w  questions followed a general i n t e ~ e w  guide approach. 

ExpenentiaYbehavioral, feeling, sensory and opinions/vaIues questions were asked to 

attain nch and detaiIed data. 

AU interviews were taped and transcribed verbatim before theme generation 

began. Significant statements pe-g to literacy education were highIighted for each 

participant, together with the researcher's interpretation of the statement. These 

statements were then clustered to ascertain common themes. Categories and subcategories 

were assigned within each of these themes and validated by the thesis advisor. The study 

participants offered their validation as well to confirrn whether the themes accuratel!. 

reflected their expenences. 

Three general themes were generated from the collected data: instructional issues. 

affective issues and power and control issues. Instructional issues included background 

knowledge for dealing with instructional tasks. pacing of instruction. leaming style 

preferences. meaningfulness of assigned tasks? passive learning issues and issues 

involvine wrinen assignments. Affective issues involved the effect of past esperiences on 

present classroom experiences? relationships with peers and relationships with teachers. 

Power and control issues included perceptions of instructors as authorin figures. 

availability of choices and control of student voice. 



Conclusions 

Instructional Issues 

Background knowledge for dealine with instructional tasks 

Students may have forgotten how to read literature or write essays or may be 

approaching these tasks for the first t h e .  Students with less background knowledge may 

become hstrated when instmctors assume they can deai independently with assigned 

tasks. On the other hand. if information is repeated. more knowledgeable srudents ma? 

become bored. Students appreciated instructors who used their background experiences as 

a foundation for building new literacy skills. 

Pacing - 
Students in this study varied in how expediently they wanted the curriculum to 

proceed. One leamer appreciated a brisk Pace so that he could experience rapid progress 

towards his career. However, other students were not able to effectively understand. 

rernernber or absorb new concepts because of time cons~aints. Participants realized that 

their teachers experience time pressures as well in attempting to cover the curriculum in 

t\venQe weeks. In spite of this. the' expected instmctors to accept student questions and to 

check for understanding arnong those w-ho may feel uncornfortable about asking for 

assistance. They also wanted instmctors to remember and accommodate individual 

iearning speeds. 



Leamhg Stvle Preferences 

The participants in this study were aware of their leaming style preferences and 

needs. However, their instmctors were sometimes unaware of or unwilling to 

accommodate these preferences, causing frustration for students. 

Meaninefulness of Assigned Work 

Some participants felt that certain matenal and activities they were assigned were 

not meaningful to them. However, when learning activities rnatched their expectations 

and needs, they approached learning with enthusiasrn. Two participants felt that teachers 

were responsible for rnaking the c ~ c u l u m  interesting. 

Passive Learning 

Leamers perceived their d e s  in the classroom as largely passive. Feu- of the 

participants understood the concept of learning actively although two suggested that they 

were activeIy engaged thidcers during class time. 

Issues Involvine Writin-g 

These students esperienced difficulty in believing in themseIves as witers. 

expressing their ideas in writing and structunng their written work. Features of n-riring 

instruction that helped them were notes on ho\v to structure mnting persona1 esperience 

~x~it ing and journals, time in class to practise writing. a slower Pace of writing instruction. 

conferencing with teachers and sensitive. specific feedback before and after evaluation. 

Peer editing was not perceived as helpful. Participants did not appreciate teachers who 
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did not edit before marking or whose editing included non-specific feedback. They were 

also fnistrated by evaluation that included terms they did not understand or which 

uicluded huaful comments. Participants differed sharply on the issue of teaching wriring 

conventions, including those who wanted more and those who wanted less. The feature 

that most participants fek would improve their writing was more time spent in class on 

the actual writing process. 

Affective Issues 

Effect of Past Experiences on Present Classroom Experiences 

nie participants in this study perceived that elements of their past expenences 

would be repeated in their adult upgrading classrooms. Turo participants with extensive 

work experience thought school should imitate what is expected in a job. Most of the 

participants had experienced negative treatment in their home and/or previous school 

lives and suggested this treatment afYected their expectations and perceptions of situations 

in their upgrading classrooms. One participant, who was an ESL srudent. had experienced 

a ver). supportive family background and the attitude towards education in her home was 

positive. She had also experienced a highly stnictured instructional style in her previous 

schooling. As a result, her attitude towards education and expectations for classroom 

activities and behavior diverged sharply from those of other participants. 



Relationships with Peers 

With the exception of one participant who felt most of her peers had linle to offer. 

these participants highly valued oppominities to develop in-class relationships with peers. 

However, students relied on instmctors to create oppominities for peer interaction in 

class, feeling uncornfortable in suggesting these themselves. Peer interaction was 

promoted by scheddes that allowed the same students to spend more time with each 

other. seating arrangements featwing small groups or a large circle of students. wholr 

class discussions, small group work and oral presentations. Small group work was viewed 

as especially beneficial. It allowed the chance to hear other people's viewpoints. 

distribured the work load. improved social skills and promoted fi-iendships. Sometimes. 

students wanted the chance to work independentlu. This ofien arose when they had 

esperienced negative situations in small group work due to members not contriburing or 

conflicts w-ithin the group. 

Outside of class. peer networks fulfilled a variety of needs for these participanis. 

Peers provided these students n i th  job ideas. heip with homework. encouragement and 

socializing opportunities. 

Relationshi~s with lnstructors 

To these participants. a satis-ng relationship with an instructor was necessary ro 

learning and feeling happy in the classroom. Participants appreciated an instructor who 

t a s  intelligent and whose methods and classroom atmosphere matched their 

expectations. An instructor who seemed similar to them and whose interpersonal skiils 
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included honesty, forgiveness, patience, willingness to t a k  and respect for students was 

also valued. Participants realized that mutual respect was an important aspect of teacher- 

learner interactions. When this respect was well-established, students were likely to 

continue interacting with former instructors. However, when respect was lacking. conf7icr 

between teachers and students was likely to occur, inside and outside the classroom. 

Power and Control Issues 

hstnictor as Author i~  F i m e  

The majority of participants felt that their instructors controlled most aspects of 

the classroom. For sorne students. this was an assmption and an expectation; the) were 

very satisfied with the power role being maintained by the teacher. For others. tensions 

resuited when the instnictor maintained absolute authorïty in the classroom. Some 

students wanred the instructor to simultaneously relinquish and maintain power. The?. 

preferred a more "middie ground in which they could share the power but still rel?- on 

the teacher to take responsibility for some classroom decisions. 

Opportunities for Choice 

The teachers of these participants made most of the decisions regarding class rime 

allotment. course content. methods for approaching assigned work. due dates for 

assi_miments and evaluation rnethods. Once again, this was a comfonable situation for 

some participants. Others wanted more choices and more oppominities to share in 

decisions. 



Voice 

Al1 the participants indicated that they felt unable to express themselves well 

orally due to language deficiencies and shyness. Overall, they perceived few o p p o d t i e s  

to overcome these difficulties in the classroom. To most of these students, teachers heId 

the right to do most of the taiking in the classroom. Insmictors also controlled who else 

was allowed to speak. Al1 participants opposed this dynamic except one who beliei-ed 

that the teacher's voice shouid be heard most ofien in the classroom. Students wanted the 

oppominity to express their opinions and have them Iistened to and respected. Some had 

attempted to change the balance of who talked and who listened in the classroom but had 

experienced little success in this endeavor. Others had been in classrooms where their 

opinions were valued, their voices heard. Students largely relied on teachers to pro\.ide 

them with the type of classroom atmosphere that encouraged self-expression. 

Implications for Practice 

Literacy educators are usually aware of the diversi- that exists arnong the 

students in their classrooms. In an institutional cIassroom setting. however. it can be 

difficult for busy instructors to address students' individual needs uthile also fulfilling 

cumculurn demands. Therefore, teaching "to the class" too ofien becomes die nom for 

tesson delivery Crea t iv i~  is required on the part of literacy teachers to address the issue 

of individualization. but ofien the teaching day is roo hectic to accommodate this type of 

thinking. Literacy teachers need opponunities outside of class tirne to reflect on and 

discuss with their colleagues how to meet individuai learner needs. 
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This individualization will not be possible unless literacy educators communicate 

effectively with individuai midents. Before plunging into the curriculum, instructors may 

need to look for oppominities to become familiar with the knowledge, past experiences. 

learning styles and expectations students bring with them to the classroom. Instnictors 

couId then attempt to tailor their teaching styles to accommodate student needs and 

explain the reasons for discrepancies between student expectations and acnid classroom 

experiences if they occur. 

Instructors may also need to understand that the requirements of a provincial high 

school English curriculum are only a portion of the education required by adult literacy 

students. "In view of the generally lower levels of self-esteem. self-confidence and 

tangible accomplishments arnong this population.. .affective outcornes take on special 

significance" (Darkenwdd & Valentine. 1985. p. 21 ). Instnictors could begin to search 

for ways to incorporate affective skills into their teaching. inside and outside the 

classroom. These are "not only valuable as ends in themselves. but as means or necessary 

conditions for continuing persona1 grow-th and accomplishment. both academically and in 

the world outside the classroom" (Darkenwald & Valentine. 1 985, p. 2 i ). Educators can 

use the tnisting relationships they build with students to teach what it means to be active. 

self-reliant learners and to provide strategies to implement and opportunities to practiss 

these skills. Also. instructors need to accept that conflicts with literacy students are likel?. 

to occur within the classroom. Overt teaching and modeling of how to express concems 

to insrmctors and other authority figures could be considered as a part of literacy 
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programs. Finally, instructors may need ro consider the social aspect of classroom 

leaming. Group work provides the oppomuiity to understand diversity as well as to leam 

strategies for problem solving and conflict management. 

In addition to examining affective issues and strategies, instructors may need to 

examine their roles in relationship to those of their students (Campbell, 1996). 

Traditionally, the teacher has retained the majonty of power in the classroom. Sharing it 

with students will not happen easily since power roles have been taught and reinforced 

throughout the lives of both teachers and students. Gradually. however. opportuni ties for 

student expression could be provided so that course content' methodologu, assignment 

due dates, mark expectations and evaluation become areas of shared responsibility 

between students and teachers. 

Individual teachers will need support to implement changes in their classrooms. 

Campbell (1 996) believes that incorporating new views of adulr literacy and adult literacy 

learners into classroom pedagogy will be a stmggle. "Teachers need to engage in praxis to 

uni@ theov and practice" (p. 135). Campbell suggests that "provincial Iiteracy 

organizations could provide venues, study groups? and opportunities for workers to 

engage in a pedagogy that explores.. .issues [of social i d e n t i ~  and privilege]" (p. 14 1 ). 

Malicky and Noman (1 995) believe that support must occur at an even more significant 

level than provincial literacy organizations. They cal1 for "major partners in the adult 

literacy enrerpnse.. .Io critically examine their views of literacy and iiteracy leaming.. . 

[to] move beyond the curent airnosr exclusive focus on fundamental literacy to achisve 
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some of the emancipatory potentid of literacy lea.?iing" (p. 82). This refocus is needed so 

that "literacy programs [cm] help people to make rather than take their place in society" . 

(p. 82). 

Recommendations for Further Research 

h general, rnuch more research needs to be conducted with adults who are 

uppd ing  their literacy skills at the high school level, particdarly in institutions. 

Researchers could undertake studies on instructional issues such as how to individrialize 

curriculum. Research on affective issues such as peer networking in the classroom and 

helping students to become more active, independent leamers would also be beneficial. 

Since this study focused on the expenences of persisters, it would also be helpful to hear 

the expenences of reluctant leamers to corne to an understanding of how the- can be 

encouraged to  persist in literacy programs. Also. reexarnining issues of power and control 

in the classroorn could form the nucleus for future studies. Research on instnictors who 

are stepping back from their traditional classroom roles and allowing studenrs more voice 

and choice would benefit the field of adult literacy as wouid srudies on how to r n q  the 

demands of a mandated curriculum with ernancipatory goals. 

Concluding S tatement 

The importance of listening to the voices of Leamers cannot be understated. 

Literacy programs are more likely to be successful when they \ o r k  wïnirh leamers to 

discover what learners' needs are and how they c m  best be addressed. These nen- 

partnerships \vil1 involve re-examining and re-defining power relationships. never a 
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simple task. However, if leamers are allowed to help remodel literacy p r o m s ,  the. ma? 

very well look for oppomuiities to effect change in their own cornrnunities. The outcornes 

of this prospect are too exciting, and too important, to ignore. 
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INTERVIEW OUTLINE 

Present English Class 

1. Take me with you now to your present English class. 

a. What would 1 see you doing for the first fifieen minutes? 

b. What would 1 see the teacher doing for the fxst fifieen minutes? 

c. What would 1 hear during the first fifieen minutes? 

d. What would 1 see you doïng during the last fifieen minutes? 

e. What would 1 see the teacher doing during the last fifieen minutes? 

f. What would I hear during the last fifieen minutes? 

2. Suppose I'm a new student in your class. What could you tell me generally 

about what will happen in this class? 

3. Once again. if I'm a new studenr in your class. how can 1 succeed in this class? 

4. What is your reaction to the assignrnents you're doing in this class? 

5. Any final comments about your present English class? 

Past English Classes 

1. What was y u r  goal in returning to school? 

2. Before p u  came back to school. what did you hope you would get out of your 

English class? 

3. So' you had goals in mind for yourself in coming back to school generally and 

for your English class. Now. take me with 'ou to that vep- first week back in 
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an English class. Recreate for me what you remember seeing, hearing. feeling 

and experiencing. 

4. As the class progressed, how was it the same as English classes you had 

expenenced before? 

5. How was this English class different fiom English classes you had 

expenenced before? 

6. How did this course give you what you hoped it would? 

7. How did this course hstrate  or disappoint you? 

8. New? consider al1 the English classes you've taken. both past and present. I'm 

going to spread out some pictures for you to look at. Choose any two to taik 

about in relationship to your experiences in English upgrading classes. 

Possibilities and General Philosophies 

1. Let's suppose 1 gave you these books* and told you they'd form the core of the 

English class. What would your reaction be? (* skilis-based testbooks) 

2. There are two schools of thought about teaching English. One says that the 

content is the most important. that is. the literature selections. the skills etc. 

Another says that "Leaming hour to lem" or the process of learning is mor2 

important. How important is it for adults to learn the "how tos" of reading and 

witing? 
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3. There are lots of different methods for teaching English - lecture. poup 

discussion, whole class discussion and independent work. How much has each 

been used? Which one do you prefer? 

4. Some teachers have very highiy structured, organized classes. Some teachers 

have very loosely stmctured classes. Which do you prefer and why? 

5. One of the principles of adult education is that students' prior knowledge is 

respected and activated in the class. Has this been your experiencr or did 'ou 

feel you brought nothing to the classroom. knew nothhg when you arrived? 

6 .  How much of the power and control have you shed with the teacher about 

what to study, the mark distribution. due dates of assigments? How much 

power and control would you like to have? 

7. There are a number of different purposes for literacy prograrns. Fundamental 

literacy means just getting basic literacy skills. Functional literacy is literacy to 

get a job. Emancipatory or participatory literacy starts with your personal 

development then becomes literacy to change the world you live in. Whar 

should adult literacy programs be geared towards in your opinion? 

To Finish Up 

1. You have been asked to address a group of new teachers who are about to 

instruct their first English class in adult upgrading. What wrould you tell them? 

2. You're now close to the end of your English upgrading experience. 

a. Have ?ou reached the goal you set out for yourself at the start? 



b. Did the goal change along the way? 

c. What were the unexpected benefits? 

d. What could have been done to help you more fully achieve your goal in 

English? 

e. What's your dominant impression of your English upgrading experience? 

3. Any closing comments? 



LETTER OF INFORMEID CONSENT 

It is my responsibility to ùiform you of your rights as a research participant. Please 
read these guidelines carefully before signing this letter of informeci consent. 

1) honvmitv of ~articipants: The administration of your institution is aware that 1 am 
conduchg interviews with students. However, you and 1 are the only ones who know 
that you specifically are participating. To ensure your contuiued anonymity. do not 
discuss this research interview with anyone in your institution. 1 will also keep your 
name confidential at all times during and after the research. 

2) Confidentidini of Somat ion:  I will be tape recording Our session so that 1 c m  
remember what you have said more easily and possibly quote your words in my 
thesis. However, you will never be identified as the speaker and no identifiing details 
about you will be inciuded. No one in your institution will ever have access to the 
tape of your interviews. 1 will deseoy it afrer I have listened to it for my research 
purposes. If 1 decide to use your comments for another purpose besides rny thesis. 
your permission will be requested. 

3) Purpose of the research: Please keep in mind that the purpose of the research is to 
discover your experiences with literacy education in an upgrading classroom. The 
teaching s tdf  is not being evaluated and the interviews are not designed as a forum 
for discussing teacher personalities. Therefore. please do not mention teachers 
specifically by name during the interviews. 

By signing this letter? you are signieing that 

- you have been infomed of the purpose of the research 
- you have participated in the research freely and without coercion 
- you have been assured that your participation will be anonymous and the 

information you provide confidential 
- you have had the opportunity to assess possible risks involved in participating 
- you have been given the right to "opt out" of the research at any time. wirhout 

penalty 

I have been fûlly infomed of and understand rny rights as a participant in this research. 

(Signature) (Date) 




